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Introduction^)

The fundamental group iri of an arcwise connected topological space

determines the one-dimensional homology groups of that space; indeed, the

homology group Hi formed from finite chains with integral coefficients is

simply the fundamental group made abelian. On the next dimension the

second homotopy group 7r2 has a natural homomorphism 7r2—>Lf2 into the

second integral homology group. The image of 7r2 under this homomorplfism

is a subgroup S2 of H2 which may be described as the group of those homology

classes which contain "spherical" cycles. The kernel of this homomorphism is

a subgroup y2 of tt2 which is known to contain all the elements of 7r2 of the form

xs — s, where 5 is any element of 7t2, x any element of 7Ti, and the product xs

denotes the result of operating on 5 with the element x. The kernel y2 is thus

determined in part by the fashion in which the fundamental group 7Ti oper-

ates on 7T2, while the "spherical" homology group 22 is determined as ir2/y2.

In a fundamental paper [9], Hopf has shown that the remaining portion

Lf2/22 of the second homology group is determined by the fundamental group

and has described explicitly a method of constructing this factor group from

7Ti. Thus the second homology group H2 is an abelian group extension of an

image S2 of 7r2 by a group ü2/22 depending only on irx. Thus one might con-

jecture that H2 is determined by, and can be computed from, the two homo-

topy groups 7Ti and tt2 and the operators of 7Ti on tt2. Such a determination

would involve two additional items: (i) a complete description of the kernel

y2: (ii) a description of the "factor set" for the extension of 22 by H2/2t.

This conjecture is false. To show this, we construct several specific spaces,

starting in each case with a 3-cell E3 with boundary a 2-sphere S2.

First, choose any continuous map/: S2—*S2 of degree 2, and consider the

space X obtained from E3 by identifying those pairs of points (x, y) on S2 for

which f(x) =f(y). This space may be seen to be simply connected (that is,

7Tx = 0); hence by a theorem of Hurewicz [122] its second homotopy group ir%

is identical with H2 (that is, 72 = 0 and ~22 = H2). A suitable cell subdivision

shows that the latter is a cyclic group of order 2. Thus
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(1) xi(-Y) = 0,        Tt(X) = Z2,        H2(X) = Z2,

where Z2 denotes a cyclic group of order 2.

Second, let g: S2—*P2 be the natural map of S2 onto the projective plane

P2, as obtained by identifying diametrical points on S2. The projective 3-

space P3 may then be obtained from E3 by identifying points x, y on S2 such

that g(x) =g(y). Since the universal covering space of P3 is S3 one has

(2) xi(P3) = Z2,        tt2(P3) = 0,        Z72(P3) = 0.

Third, consider the composite map h — gf: S2-*P2. The map g: S2—>P2

may be regarded as an element of the second homotopy group ir2(P2) and is

in fact a generator of the latter group (which is infinite cychc). Since/ is of

degree 2, the map h, regarded as an element of 7r2(P2), is twice the generator

of 7T2(P2). Let Y be the space obtained from E3 by identifying pairs x, y of

S2 such that h(x)=h(y). Then

(3) tti(F) = Zz,       tt2(Y) - Z2,        H2(Y) = 0.

Finally, construct the cartesian product Y' = XY.P3. The results (1) and

(2), combined with general rules for computing homology and homotopy

groups of product spaces, yield

(4) ti(F') = Z2,        w2(Y') = Z2,        H2(Y') = Z2.

In all these spaces the fashion in which 7Ti operates on 7r2 must be trivial

or "simple," in the sense that xs = s for all sEx2, xEtti. Indeed, ir2 is at the

worst cyclic of order 2, hence can have no automorphisms s<->xs other than

the identity. A comparison of the displays (3) and (4) now indicates that

the spaces Y and Y' as constructed do have the same first and second

homotopy groups and the same operators of the one upon the other, but have

different second homology groups. In a word, H2 is not determined by 7Ti

and ir2.

It is none the less possible to determine H2 from these homotopy groups

and a certain supplemental homotopy invariant. Our prime objectives are

the introduction of this new homotopy invariant k3, the demonstration that

this invariant, together with 7Ti, ir2, and the operators of 7Ti on 7r2, suffices to

determine H2, and the derivation of the explicit algebraic formulas which

give the second homology group in terms of these homotopy quantities.

The new invariant is essentially a function k3(x, y, z) of three variables

x, y, 3 in the (multiplicative) group ti, taking values in the (additive) group

7t2. Its geometric definition follows a scheme used by Robbins [25] in the

classification of the maps of a 2-complex into a space. This geometric defini-

tion involves a number of arbitrary choices; in consequence, the function

k3 is not unique. It may be modified by the addition of any function

ôh2(x, y, z) which is obtained from a function Â2(x, y) of two arguments in ttx,

with values in 7r2, by the algebraic formula
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(5) oh2(x, y, z) = xh\y, z) — h2(xy, z) + h2(x, yz) — h2(x, y).

(The first term in this formula involves the element xExi operating on the

element h2(y, z) Ex2.) Modulo alterations by such functions hh2, the function

k3 is unique. Furthermore, it always satisfies an identity 5&3 = 0, where bk3 is a

function of four variables in xi and is defined from k3 by a formula

ôk3(x, y, z, t) = xk3(y, z, t) — k3(xy, z, t) + k3(x, yz, t)

(6)
- ks(x, y, zt) + k3(x, y, z).

The class of all functions k3 thus obtained is denoted by k3.

In the case of the two spaces used for our illustration in (3) and (4)

above, we may write 7Ti = Z2 as the multiplicative group of the numbers ±1

and x2 = Z2 as the additive group of integers modulo 2; the functions k and

k' of the spaces Y and Y' then turn out to be

(7) i(-l, -1, -1) ■ 1,        k(x, y, z) = 0 (mod 2)

for any (x, y, z)¿¿ ( — 1, —1, — 1) in Tu and

(8) k'(x, y, z) = 0    (mod 2),        x, y, z in xi.

This result can be deduced readily from the explicit algebraic formulas (§12)

by which we determine H% in terms of xi, x2., and k3. It can also be shown that

no modification of the k of (7) by a function hh2 will yield the k' of (8).

Hence the invariants k3 of the spaces Y and Y' are in fact distinct, and it is

this difference which accounts for the differing second homology groups ex-

hibited in (3) and (4).

The identities (5) and (6) appear in other connections. In these formulas

the arguments x, y, z, and so on, may be taken from any multiplicative group

W (instead of xi), and the values from any abelian group G (instead of x2) on

which IF acts as a group of automorphisms. The set of all functions/3 of three

variables from W to G which satisfy the identity S/3 = 0 constitute a group of

"three-dimensional cocycles" which contains the group of all those functions

("three-dimensional coboundaries") which have the form /3 = ôA2 for some

function A2 of two variables on W to G. The factor group (cocycles modulo

coboundaries) is called the third cohomology group H}(W, G) of W with

coefficients in G. Similar cohomology groups of the group W can be defined

for other positive dimensions [6, 7]; for example, the group H2(W, G) is ob-

tained from functions h2 with 5h2 = 0; this identity on h2 is precisely the

identity for the "factor sets" h2 in the purely algebraic study of the group

extensions of G by W.

In this language, the new invariant of the space is best described not as a

single function or cocycle k3, but as the cohomology class

k2 E tf3(x!, x2)
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containing this cocycle; this class is then independent of any choices made in

the definition of the function. In particular, in the example xi=x2 = Z2, the

group iP(xi, x2) is cyclic of order 2, and the cohomology classes of k and k'

in (7) and (8) are precisely the two elements of the group H3.

The technique used to find the effect of the groups xi and x2 on homology

groups applies equally well if the homotopy groups xi and x, are given, with

x, = 0, for 1 <i<q. Such a space is said to be aspherical in dimensions less than

q. Hurewicz [124] showed that such aspherical spaces with isomorphic funda-

mental groups have isomorphic homology groups in dimensions less than q.

An algebraic formula for calculating the second homology group H2 from the

fundamental group in the case q>2 was given by Hopf [9] who simultane-

ously showed that his formula gives ¿T2/S2 in the case 2 = 2. This formula is

expressed in terms of a representation of xi by generators and relations. A more

invariant form can be obtained by considering instead the cohomology groups,

from which the homology groups may be found by duality. For example, if

g>2, Hopfs result becomes the assertion that the second cohomology group

H2(X, G) of the space X with coefficients in any abelian group G is iso-

morphic to the (algebraic!) second cohomology group H2(wx(X), G) of the

fundamental group ttx(X) of that space. For higher dimensions, the authors

[5] and Eckmann [l] found the corresponding result that H"(X, G) is iso-

morphic to Hn(irx(X), G) for n<q, and that Hq(X, G) has a subgroup,

isomorphic to H"(irx(X), G). Similar results, expressed directly in terms of

homology groups, have been found by Hopf [10] and by Freudenthal [8].

Our present results give a complete determination of the gth cohomology

group Hq for these spaces aspherical in dimensions less than q. In addition

to the homotopy groups xi and x, these spaces have a homotopy invariant

kq+l in iï3+1(xi, irç) analogous to the invariant k3 introduced above. Using

kt+1 we obtain an explicit algebraic formula for the cohomology group

Hq(X, G) of the space.

This result, if proved by a direct analysis in the space X as outlined in

our note [21 ], requires a considerable number of homotopy arguments, as

for instance in the proof of the general identity á¿3+1 = 0. Alternatively, fol-

lowing a line of procedure already employed by Hopf [10], Eckmann [l, 27],

and Eilenberg [19], one can replace the space X by its universal covering

space X. All the quantities which concern us may then be translated [19] to

this covering space. Thus the fundamental group xi becomes a group of

operators (covering transformations) on X, the group x3 becomes the gth

homology group of X, the gth cohomology group of X becomes a special

cohomology group of X constructed from cocycles which are "equivariant"

[19] under the covering transformations of xi, and the invariant kQ+l reap-

pears as a certain type of obstruction lq+l. When the space is replaced by

its singular complex, the problem now becomes a topic in the theory of com-

plexes with a group of operators (cf. de Rham [15]). We can call on the first
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paper [19] of this title for the theory of the equivariant groups which is then

needed. The main theorem now becomes the assertion that in a space with a

fixed-point-free group W of operators, acyclic in dimensions less than q, the

gth "equivariant" cohomology groups are determined by the group of oper-

ators, by the gth homology group Hq, and by a certain "obstruction" in-

variant lq+1(E.Hq+1(W, Hq). This result is of interest in its own right, in that

it applies to spaces which need not have arisen as universal covering spaces.

Our first chapter considers complexes with operators and the obstructions

lq+1 to the extensions of certain chain transformations between such com-

plexes. The fundamental theorem is that of §7; it affords a comparison be-

tween any two complexes with "free" operators from a group W, both acyclic

up to dimension q, and both possessing the same obstruction.

The second chapter gives the basic group construction (§12) of a co-

homology group from xi, x9, and lq+1, viewed as a construction for any

groups 1F(=xi) and Lf(=x„) and an element lq+lGHq+1(W, H). This con-

struction yields the gth equivariant cohomology group of a complex with free

operators W, which has /3+1 as its "obstruction." This basic fact is proved in

two different ways.

The third chapter returns to the original problem of a space X aspherical

in dimensions less than q, and uses the singular homology theory of [3] and

the known relation between X and its covering space to translate the result

of the previous chapter. This gives the main theorem. By considering the

case of a coefficient group G with Was a group of operators, we obtain by the

same technique a more general theorem for the cohomology groups with

local coefficients, in the sense of Steenrod [17]. The fundamental theorem is

stated in full as Theorem 20.1, and the theorem for local coefficients as

Theorem 22.1.

The fourth chapter applies these results to lens spaces and to the gen-

eralized lens spaces in the sense of de Rham [24]. We calculate the invariant

kq+x for these spaces and connect this result with certain known facts about

such spaces. Since these lens spaces have a cyclic fundamental group, this

chapter requires an explicit description (§26) of the cohomology group Hq

of a cyclic group.

In case a space X has xm and xa5=0, with x< = 0 for 1 ̂ i<m and m<i<q,

a similar technique (cf. [5, chap. IV]) will determine the çth cohomology

and homology groups of the space in terms of xm, x8, and a suitable algebraic

cohomology class resembling ks+1. For this case the device of the universal

covering space is not applicable, so that the argument must be made directly

in terms of the homotopy groups. The details will be treated in a later paper.

Chapter I. Characteristic cocycles

1. Complexes with operators. We consider throughout complexes K with

operators W. Here W is a given multiplicative group, K is an abstract closure-
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finite cell complex (in the usual sensé; cf. [19, §l]), and W operates on the

left as a group of chain transformations of K. The latter means that every

element wÇ.W determines an automorphism c—nvc of the group Cq(K) of

finite integral g-chains of K, for each dimension q, in such fashion that

(1.1) dwc = wdc,        Wx(w2c) = (wxw2)c,        lc — c,

for every cEC5(.rv), and for w, wx, w2Ç_W.

The complex K with operators will be assumed throughout to be aug-

mentable. If J(c0) denotes the sum of the coefficients in the finite integral

0-chain c0 of K, this requires the following three properties for K and W:

(i) K has no cells of negative dimension and at least one cell of dimension

0;
(ii) J(dcx) =0 for any finite integral 1-chain cx of K;

(iii) J(wco) =J(co) for each w^W aria c0£iCo(K).

Conditions (i) and (ii) assert that the cell complex K itself is augmentable;

it can indeed be augmented by using the additive group of integers as the

( —l)-chains and the mapping J:Co(K) —»integers as the corresponding

boundary homomorphism. Condition (i) asserts that this homomorphism is

onto, and condition (ii) that Jd = 0. Condition (iii) requires that the operators

are augmentable, in that dw = wd still holds in the augmented complex,

provided that each w operates as the identity automorphism of the group of

integers.

In K the group Cq(K) of finite chains with integral coefficients contains

the usual groups Zq(K) and Bq(K) of cycles and boundaries, respectively, and

leads to the homology group Hq(K) =Zq(K)/Bq(K). We denote by

(1.2) v-Zq(K) -4 Hq(K)

the natural homomorphism (with kernel Bq) of cycles into homology classes.

In addition to H0(K) we introduce the reduced 0th homology group H0(K),

obtained by considering a 0-chain c0 to be a reduced cycle if and only if

J(co) =0; thus Ho(K) is the 0th homology group of the augmented complex.

The conditions (1.1) and (iii) show that the chain transformations of IF in-

duce automorphisms w:Hq(K)—>-Hq(K), w:Ho(K)—>Ho(K); hence W may be

regarded as a group of left operators for the homology groups Hq(K) and

Ho(K).
The augmentable complex K (with operators W) is acyclic in dimensions

less than q, g>0, if the homology groups of finite chains in K with integral

coefficients vanish in the relevant dimensions:

Ho(K) = 0,        Hi(K) =0, 0 < i < q.

If A, B are any abelian groups with left operators W, an equivariant or

operator homomorphism a : A —>B is a homomorphism such that wa = aw for

all w£zW. In particular, given the complex K with operators Wand a (topo-
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logical) abelian group G with W as left operators, the group Cl(K, G) of

equivariant cochains is simply the group of all operator homorphisms/: Cq(K)

—->G. The coboundary ô/of/ is an operator homomorphism 6f=fd:Cq+x(K)^>G.

These definitions lead in the usual fashion to the groups Z\ and Bse of

equivariant cocycles and coboundaries and to the equivariant cohomology

groups Hl(K, G)=ZI/B\[19, §4].
2. Free operators. Let the multiplicative group W operate (on the left)

on the additive abelian group F. We shall say that W operates freely on F

if there is a collection {x„} of elements of F such that the elements wx„, for

all w in W, constitute a set of free generators for the free group F; the collec-

tion {x„} itself will be called a IF-base. As in the case of ordinary free groups,

we have the following two characteristic properties for groups with free

operators.

Lemma 2.1. i/ W operates freely on the abelian group F and if a'.A^C is

an operator homomorphism of A onto C, where A and C are abelian groups with

operators W, then every operator homomorphism f: F—»C can be "lifted" to an

operator homomorphism f : F^fA in such fashion that af =/.

Proof. Choose a IF-base {xM} of F. Since a maps A onto C,fx„. has the form

eta» for some a^A. The transformation/' with f'(wx^) —waß, extended by

linearity to all of F, is the required homomorphism.

Lemma 2.2. i/ W operates on an abelian group H, there exists a group F on

which W operates freely and an operator homomorphism rjo'.F-^-H of F onto H.

Proof. Construct the abelian free group F with generators (w, h) for all

pairs wÇiW, hÇ^H, set u(w, h) = (uw, uh) for any «EtFand r)o(w, h)=h, and

extend these mappings by linearity to obtain operators u on F and a homo-

morphism t/0: F—>H. A JF-base of F is then the set {(1, h)}, and 770 maps F

onto H.

If K is a complex with operators W, then we say that W operates freely

on K provided that W operates freely on each of the groups Ci(K) of finite

integral chains, for all dimensions i.

3. Chain transformations and chain homotopy. Let Klt K2 be two aug-

mentable complexes with the same group W of operators. For any integer

g>0, the g-skeleton K\ consists of all cells of Kit of dimensions not greater

than q, with the same operators W; it is again an augmentable complex with

operators W. An equivariant chain transformation

a:K\^K\

of these g-skeletons is a set of operator homomorphisms

ai\Ci(Kx)^Ci(K2), i = o,--.,q,

such that
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(3.1) doti = a¿_i3, i = 1, • • • , q,

and

(3.2) I(a0Co) = J(c0), CoGCo(Kx);

the second condition is the requirement that a be augmentable. In the usual

fashion, each such a induces operator homomorphisms,

c*0:Ho(Kx) -* Ho(K2),       ai:Hi(Kx) -> Hi(K2), i = 0, • • • , q - 1,

of the integral homology groups. In these definitions, one may also set q= » ;

then a,- must be defined and (3.1) must hold for all integers i.

Two equivariant chain transformations a : K\' —*R% and ß'.Kf—>Kl, de-

fined for dimensions g'âs and q"s¿q, are chain homotopic in dimensions

not greater than q if there exists a sequence of operator homomorphisms

(3.3) Di:d(Kx) -* Ci+1(K2), i - 0, • • • , q,

such that, with the usual conventions for the addition of homomorphisms,

(3.4) ßi = at + dDi + Di-td, i = 0,---,q.

(For ¿ = 0, the term Z),_id is to be omitted.) We write

D'.ac^ß (dim ^ q)

or simply ct~/? (dim^g) to indicate this homotopy. Under these circum-

stances a and ß induce the same homomorphisms of the integral homology

groups //o and Hi, for 0 5=¿<g. The relation a~/3 (dim^g) of homotopy is

manifestly reflexive, symmetric, and transitive; in particular, the transitivity

follows from the rule that D'.ac^ß (dimîSg) and £>':/3~7 (dimgg) imply

L»+L':o!~7 (dim^g).

Suppose now that the given chain transformations a and ß are chain

homotopic only in dimensions not greater than q— 1 ; that is, that the homo-

morphisms (3.3) and the relations (3.4) are given only for i = 0, • ■ ■ , q — 1.

In this event, using (3.4) for i = q — 1, one has

d[ßq — ctq — Z)s_iö] = ßq-xd — aq-xd — óL>g_id

= aq-xd + dDq-xd + Dq-2dd — a8_id — dDq-xd = 0.

Hence

(3.5) Eq = ß, - aq - L3_iÔ

is an operator homomorphism

(3.6) Eq:Cq(Kx)^Zq(K2)

into the group Zq(K2) of integral g-cycles of K2, such that

(3.7) ßq = aq + Eq + LVid.
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Conversely, given a.;K\—*Kl and Do, • • • , L>s_i, Eq as in (3.3) and (3.6), the

definitions (3.4) and (3.7) yield an equivariant chain transformation ß'.K\

—*K\ chain homotopic to a in dimensions not greater than g— 1.

The behavior of homotopies for products is indicated in the following

lemma, where the chain transformations given may be defined only through

the indicated dimensions, or for any higher dimensional skeletons.

Lemma 3.1. Given equivariant chain transformations

. vq vq o.irq vq . vq+1 vq+l
jj.:K0—>Kx;       a,ß:Kx-*K2;       v.K2   —>K3   ;

the homotopy ac^ß (dim^g) implies the homotopies ap~ßp (dim^g) and

vac^vß (dimíSg).

Proof. If D\a~ß (dim^g), then clearly Dp:ap~ßp (dim^g) and

vD'.va^vß (dim^g). Note that in the second case one must assume that v

acts as an equivariant chain transformation on the (g+l)-dimensional

skeletons, in order to define the product (vD)q = vq+xDq:Cq(K~x)—*Cq+x(K3).

For g= », the homotopy Z>:a~/3 becomes a homotopy in all dimensions;

that is, (3.3) and (3.4) must hold for all integers i. Lemma 3.1 is still valid in

this case.

4. Obstructions of chain transformations. If an equivariant chain trans-

formation a : K\—>K% cannot be extended to the (g-fl)-skeletons, one may

introduce a suitable measure of the "obstruction" to this extension. By the

basic condition (3.1), daqdc = aq-xddc = 0 for any (g+l)-chain c of K%. Since

aqdc is thus a g-cycle in K2, the mapping rj:Zq(K2)—>Hq(K2) of (1.2) may thus

be used to define an operator homomorphism

(4.1) IT = r¡aqd:Cq+x(Kx) -> Hq(K2).

Alternatively, we may regard l"*1 as an equivariant (g+l)-cochain (cf. §1) of

Kx, with coefficients in Hq(K2)(3).

By definition of the coboundary operator

Sli+i = /3+id = r,aqdd = 0.

Hence l'*1 is an equivariant cocycle.

Lemma 4.1. Each equivariant chain transformation a:K\—*K% determines

as in (4.1) an obstruction Ia*1 which is in Z\,+l(Kx, Hq(K2)). If a has an equi-

variant extension a:K\+l—*Kl>+1 to the (q-\-l)-skeletons, the obstruction Z^+1 = 0.

Conversely, if W operates freely on Cq+x(K~x) and if the obstruction l\^l = 0,

a has an extension a:K\+1—*KQ2+1.

Proof. Given an extension aq+1, one has lq+l = r¡aqd=r]daq+x = 0, since r¡

(3) If c = 0!_the obstruction la is defined and all its subsequent properties hold provided the

reduced group Ho(Ki) is employed as coefficient group.
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annihilates the boundaries. Conversely, if lq+1 = 0, aqd is an operator homo-

morphism of Cq+x(Kx) to Bq(K2), and by Lemma 2.1 can be lifted to a homo-

morphism aq+x'. Cq+x(Kx)—*Cq+x(K2) such that daq+1—aqd. This gives the

required extension.

Lemma 4.2. Two equivariant chain transformations a and ß:K[—>Kl with

a~ß (dim ¿g — 1) determine cohomologous obstructions /°+1 and lß+1. Conversely,

if a:K\—*K\ has an obstruction lq+l cohomologous to an equivariant cocycle

mq+1Ç£Zl+1(Kx, Hq(K2)) and if W operates freely on Cq(K~x) there exists an

equivariant chain transformation ß'.K\-^K\ with obstruction mq+l and with

ai=ßi,fori^q—l.

Proof. Given D'.a^ß (dim^g —1), (3.7) gives

ßqd = aqd + Eqd + Dq-xdd = aqd + Eqd.

If we define the equivariant g-cochain Ä5ECf(i£i, Hq(K2)) as hq = r¡Eq,

then bhq = r¡Eqd, and the above equation yields ■nßqd = r)aqdJrbh", or lß = la

-\-bhq; thus the obstructions of ß and a are cohomologous. Conversely, given

mq+1=la + bhq, where hq:Cq(K~x)-^Hq(K2), use Lemma 2.1 to lift hq to an

operator homomorphism Eq:Cq(K~x)-^>Zq(K2) such that r]Eq = hq. Setting

ßi=oii for i<q and ßq=aq-\-Eq then yields a chain transformation ß:K\—*K%

with a=ß (dimíSg — 1) and with obstruction

lß = 77/3,(9 = r¡aqd + r¡Eqd = la + hqd = la + 5hq = mq+1,

as desired.

Corollary 4.3. Let W operate freely on Cq(Kx). Then the obstruction Z«+1

of an equivariant chain transformation a:K\—>K% is an (equivariant) co-

boundary if and only if there is an equivariant chain transformation ß:K[+1

-^Kl+1 with ßi = cnfor O^i^q-1.

The concept of the obstruction of a chain transformation is the com-

binatorial equivalent of the well known notion of the obstruction of a con-

tinuous mapping of one space into another (cf., for example, Eilenberg [18,

p. 72]). It would also be possible to construct an obstruction of a chain

homotopy L:a~|3 (dimiSg— 1); in fact, the homomorphism Eq of (3.4) in-

duces a homomorphism ■nEq:Cq(Kx)—*Hq(K2), which can thus be regarded as

a cochain in Cq(R~i, Hq(K2)). This cochain acts as the obstruction of D, in

the sense that analogues of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and of Corollary 4.3 can be

proved.

5. The construction of chain transformations.

Theorem 5.1. If Klt K2 are augmentable complexes with operators W such

that

(i) K2 is acyclic in dimensions less than q,
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(ii) W operates freely on the groups Ct(Kx), for Of^i^q (q is a positive

integer or «>),

then there exists an equivariant chain transformation a:K\—*Kl, and any

two such transformations are chain homotopic in dimensions not greater

than q—1. Hence the cohomology class lq+1= {/«+1| of the obstruction of an a is

independent of the choice of a, and depends only on K~x and K2. If W operates

freely on Cq+x(K~x), this class is zero if and only if there exists an equivariant

ß:K\+1^Kl+1.

Proof. We first construct the homomorphisms a,-. To obtain «o, use the

given operator homomorphisms J:Co(K~x) —integers and J:Co(K2)—»integers.

The second is onto, by assumption (ii) of §1; hence the first, by Lemma 2.1,

can be lifted to an operator homomorphism ao'. Co(Kx)—>Co(K2) such that

Jao = J; that is, such that «o is augmentable. Since Jaod = Jd = 0 the homo-

morphism a0d maps Cx(Kx) into reduced cycles of K2 and hence, by assump-

tion (i), into boundaries B0(K2). Because of assumption (ii) one can then by

Lemma 2.1 lift aod to an equivariant homomorphism ax'. Cx(Kx) —>Ci(X2) such

that dax = aod.

By induction assume now that an equivariant chain transformation

a:Kx~l-^K'2~1 has been constructed for some t, Kt^q. Since Ht-x(K2) =0,

by assumption (i), the obstruction of a is a cocycle in the group Z\(Kx, 0) =0,

hence is zero. Therefore Lemma 4.1 provides an extension of a to the ¿-di-

mensional skeletons. This process continues up to t = q, to give a'.K\—>K\, as

asserted in the theorem.

Consider next two transformations a, ß:K\—*Kl. Since Jßo — Jao = J—J

= 0, the homomorphism ßo—ao maps Co(Kx) into reduced cycles of K2 and

hence, by assumption (i), into boundaries B0(K2). Because of assumption

(ii) one can then by Lemma 2.1 lift ßo—a0 to an operator homomorphism

D0:Co(Kx)^Ci(K2) such that ß0-ao=dD0. Thus L»0:a~/3 (dimgO). Again

suppose by induction that D'.ac^ß (dim^t — 1), for some ¿with 1 ̂ t<q, where

the Di are homomorphisms Di'.Ci(Kx)—>Ci+x(K2) for 0^i<t. Then Et, de-

fined as in (3.4) as Et=ßt — at — Dt-id, is a homomorphism of Ct(Kx) into

Zt(K2). By assumption (ii) Zt(K2) = Bt(K2), while ô is a homomorphism of

Ct+x(K2) onto Bt(K2). By Lemma 2.1, Et can thus be lifted to an operator

homomorphism Dt'. Ct(Kx)^>Ct+x(K2) such that Et=ßt — at — Dt~xd=dDt. This

conclusion gives the homotopy Dvac^ß (dimíSí), which completes the in-

duction.

The remaining conclusions of the theorem follow by Corollary 4.3.

In the case g = =o, the obstruction does not occur, so that the theorem has

the following simpler form:

Corollary 5.2. // Klt K2 are augmentable complexes with operators W

such that

(i) K2 is acyclic in all dimensions,
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(ii) W operates freely on Kx,

there exists an equivariant chain transformation a:Kx—>K2, and any two such

transformations are chain homotopic.

Corollary 5.3. If Kx and K2 are augmentable complexes with operators W

such that

(i) Kx and K2 are acyclic in all dimensions,

(ii)  W operates freely on Kx and K2,

then there exist equivariant chain transformations

a:Kx-^K2,       ß:K2-*Kx

such that ßa and aß are (equivariantly) chain homotopic to the identity maps of

Kx and K2 respectively. The transformations a and ß are unique up to chain

homotopy.

Note that all these theorems apply in the case when W consists of the

identity alone. The case of ordinary closure finite abstract complexes, with

ordinary chain transformations and chain homotopies, is thus included.

For such complexes, the assumption (ii) of Theorem 5.1, as to free operators,

holds automatically.

6. The characteristic cocycle of a complex with operators. For any group

IF one may construct a "standard" associated complex Kw with operators W.

The g-cells of Kw are the ordered (g+1)-tuples (w0, • • • , wq) of elements of

W, with possible repetitions, and the boundary is defined as

d(w0, ■ • • , wq) = 2~2 (—l)'(wo, ■ ■ • , w¡, ■ ■ • , wq), q > 0,

where the circumflex over w{ indicates that this term is to be omitted. This

gives a closure finite augmentable complex, which has operators w(E.W de-

fined by w(wo, ■ • • , wq) = (ww0, • • • , wwq) [19, §12]. An equivariant g-co-

chain of Kw with coefficients in a group G with IF as left operators is therefore

a function/of g+1 variables in W, with values in G and subject to the con-

dition wf(wo, • • • , wq) =f(wwo, • • • , wwq). These equivariant cochains of

Kw will be called the cochains of W over G, and the group of these cochains

will be denoted by Cq(W, G); similarly, Zq(W, G) and Bq(W, G) will denote

the groups of equivariant g-cocycles and of equivariant g-coboundaries of

Kw. The group Hq(W, G) =Zq(W, G)/Bq(W, G) is called the gth cohomology
group of the group W.

The complex Kw is acyclic in all dimensions [19, §12], and its chain

groups have free operators W, for the cells (1, Wx, • • • , wq) constitute a

IF-base. Thus Kw may serve as the complex Kx of Theorem 5.1, to give at

once the following result.

Theorem 6.1. If the augmentable complex K with operators W is acyclic in
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dimensions less than q, there is an equivariant chain transformation a:Kw—>Kq.

If lq+1(E.Zq+1(W, Hq(K)) denotes the obstruction of a, a change in the choice of

a alters lq+1 by an equivariant coboundary, and any specified such alteration can

be effected by a suitable choice of a. The complex K thus determines uniquely a

characteristic cohomology class lq+1(K)(E:Hq+1(W, Hq(K)).

Let Kx, K2 be two augmentable complexes with operators W, both acyclic

in dimensions less than q, while r'.Kx-^K2 is an augmentable equivariant chain

transformation. Then r induces an operator homomorphism T'.Hq(Kx)

—*Hq(K2), and hence a homomorphism

(6.1) Hq+\W, Hq(Kx)) -+ Eq+\W, Hq(K2)).

The following theorem gives the action of this homomorphism on the char-

acteristic classes.

Theorem 6.2. An augmentable equivariant chain transformation t'.Kx—*K2

maps the characteristic cohomology class lq+x(Kx) under (6.1) on the character-

istic cohomology class lq+1(K2).

Proof. If a : KW-^K{ has obstruction llt then ra : Kw-±Kl is also a chain

transformation, with an obstruction l2 which is given, for each c(E.Cç+x(Kw),

as

l2(c) = r¡TOidc = Trjadc = tIxC

This gives h = rlx, as asserted.

The characteristic cohomology class of K may be obtained not from the

equivariant chain transformation a, but from a suitable sequence of cocycles.

Indeed a'.Kw—*Kq is simply a sequence of equivariant homomorphisms

ai'. Ci(Kw)—>d(K), and each homomorphism a,- may be regarded as a co-

chain fÇzC^W, d(K)). Any such cochain f* has a coboundary 5/' in

Ci+1(W, Ci(K)) and also a "boundary" defined for any ¿-cell of Kw as

(df)(wx, ■ ■ • , Wi) = d[f(w0, ••• ,wi)];

hence df^C^W, d-x(K)). The condition aid =dai+x that ccbea chain trans-

formation now becomes the condition ô/' = d/<+1, while the condition that a is

augmentable becomes the requirement that/°(l) have the sum of its coeffi-

cients 1. Theorem 6.1 may thus be translated as follows:

Theorem 6.3. i/ K is an augmentable complex with operators W, acyclic in

dimensions less than q, there exists a sequence of cochains fiE:Ci(W, d(K)) for

i = Q, ■ ■ • , q with

//»(l) = 1, 5f = dp+\ i = 0, • • • , q - 1.

For any such sequence, bfq has values in Zq(K), and the homomorphism r¡:Zq(K)

-*Hq(K) yields a cocycle lq+1 = r¡bfq^Zq+1(W, Hq(K)). The cohomology class of
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lq+l is independent of the choice of the sequence f* subject to the indicated condi-

tions, and is the characteristic cohomology class of K.

This result is sometimes convenient as a method of calculating lq+1(K) ;

clearly the/^'s used may be either homogeneous or nonhomogeneous cochains

of the group W, cf. [7, §2], and §26 below.

7. Complexes with equal characteristic cocycles.

Theorem 7.1. Let K, K' be augmentable complexes with free operators W

which are acyclic in dimensions less than q and which have the same qth homol-

ogy group H and the same characteristic cohomology class l(E.Hq+1(W, H). Then

there exist equivariant chain transformations

\:Kq+1-+ K'q+\       X':K'q+1 -» K*+1,

which induce the identity on the common qth homology group H, such that

X'X^I and XX':==/' (dim^g), where I and I' are identity chain transforma-

tions K-+K and K'-*K'.

The conclusion states essentially that K, K' have the same "chain

homotopy type" in dimensions not greater than q, in a sense parallel to the

usual (topological) homotopy type of spaces. The assumption that K, K'

have the same gth homology group H means of course that there are homo-

morphisms of the groups of cycles

(7.1) r,:Zq(K)^H,       v':Zq(K')^H

onto the same H, with the groups Bq(K) and Bq(K') of boundaries as the

respective kernels. The assumption that K and K' have the same character-

istic cohomology class means, in accordance with the definition of this class,

that we may choose any cocycle / in the given class / and equivariant trans-

formations

(7.2) a'.Kw^K\       a':Kw^K'Q

with obstruction /. Then, as in the definition (4.1)

(7.3) r¡aqd = I, 77 aqd = I.
I

Proof. Since Kw is acyclic and W operates freely on K and K', Theorem

5.1 yields equivariant chain transformations

(7.4) y.K     —» Aw  ,        y :K      —► Kw

and homotopies

D:ay ~ I,        D'la'y' ~ V (dim £ f — 1).

As in (3.5) and (3.6), Eq = Iq — aqyq — Dq^xd is an operator homomorphism

Eq:Cq(K) -+Zq(K),       E'q:Cq(K') -+Zq(K').
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Then r¡Eq maps Cq(K) into H, while r¡':Zq(K')—>H is onto, so that r]Eq can

be lifted to a homomorphism Fq:Cq(K)^>Zq(K') such that

'  T-l'

(7.5) r¡Fq = 7iEq, r¡Fq = 7) Eq.

Define

\:Kq->K'q, \':K'q-±Kq

by setting

(7.6) \i = ai7¿, Xj = a¿7¡, 0 á i < {,

(7.7) X, = aqyq + F g, \q = aqyq + Fq.

Since dFq = Q, X and X' are chain transformations. The obstruction of X is, by

(7.3),

k = V Xsö = 77 a,7,ô + t; Fqd

= r¡ aqdyq+x + r)Eqd

= lyq+x + n& — vaqyqd — r¡Dq_ xdd

= ly 5+1 — vaqdyq+x = lyg+x — lyq+x = 0.

Similarly ly = 0. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, X, X' admit extensions

X : Kq+1 -* K'"+\       X' : K'q+1 -» Kq+1.

We next show that the transformation X induces the identical map of

Hq(K) =H on Hq(K') =H; in other words, for any z^Zq(K),

(7.8) 7]z = r)'\qz, rj'z' = 77Xsz'.

For, yqz is a cycle in the acyclic complex Kw, hence a boundary dc in Kw,

while the definitions of X8 in (7.7), of Fq in (7.5), and of Eq give

77 \qz = 77 aqyqz + 77 FgZ = 77 aqdc + tjLjZ

= lc + 772 — 770,7,3 — T]Dq-xdz

= le -\- rjZ — r¡aqdc

= le -\- r)Z — le = r¡z.

Since 7«:^^—*KW, while ÄV is acyclic with free operators  W,  there

exist homotopies

L'.yac^Iw,        L':y'a'~Iw (dim g g),

where Iw'.Kw—>ÄVis the identity. By Lemma 3.1, we thus have the following

homotopies

D'.ay c^.1,
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aL'y'.ay'a'y ~ ay,

VD'a'y'.X'a'y'a'y ~ XV7,

- X'a'L'y'.X'a'y ~ X'a'y'a'y,

all valid in dimensions less than g. The combination

M = D + aL'y - X'a'L'y + X'D'a'y

is thus a homotopy

M = ay'a'y ~ / (dim < g).

(Note: this statement would still be correct if the last two terms of M were

omitted, but the presence of these terms is essential for the subsequent argu-

ment.) By the definition of X this also gives a homotopy M•.X'X^i (dim <g).

To prove that this latter homotopy can be extended, we consider its

"obstruction"

E* = Iq - X3' Xg - Mq-xd

defined as in (3.5) as an operator homomorphism E*:Cq(K)^Zq(K). To

compute E* use the formulas

Ls_i3 = Iw — yqocq — dLq,

Dq-xd — I — aqyq — Eq,        Z>5-iö = I — aqyq — Eq,

and the definition of X„ X/ in (7.7). Then

Eq = I — \q(aqyq + Fg) — Z>,_iö — aqLq-xdyq — \qDq-xdaqyq + \qaqLq-xdyq

=      (Eg     —     XgFg)     "f      (dg     ~     X,«,) ÖL//,     ~      (F g     ~     Xg-E,)«,^,.

Consider each  of  the  three  terms  in  parentheses  separately.   For each

c£.Cg(K), EgC and Fqc are cycles, hence by (7.8) and (7.5),

7¡(Eg    -    \'gFg)     =    rnEg    -    rj'Fg    =     0,

V(F'g     -     XgE'g)      =     „L,     ~     ,'^     =      0.

Furthermore

77(0!, — \qag)d = rjagd — rt\qaqd = I — 77 aqd — 1 — 1 = 0.

Hence r,E* = 0, so that E*:Cq(K)^Bq(K). Since Cq(K) is PF-free, E* may be

lifted to a homomorphism Mq:Cq(K)—>Cq+i(K) such that

dMq = £* = Iq - \'q\q - Mq-xd.

This asserts that Af:X'X~i (dim^g), as desired.

8. The normalized complex Kw. The complex Kw which is used in the
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definition of the characteristic cocycle and of the cohomology groups

Hq(W, G) of the group W could be replaced by any other specific augment-

able complex with free operators IF which is acyclic in all dimensions. Another

such complex, the "normalized" complex Kw, can be constructed, using as

g-cells the (g+1)-tuples (wa, wlt • • • , wq) of elements w¡ in W such that no

two adjacent elements are equal (wo^Wx, • • • , wq-x^wq). Operators of W

on these cells are defined as in Kw, and the boundary operator is

i

(Wo,  ■ • ■   ,  Wq)   =   X)*(_1)Í(W0,  • • •  ,  »¿-I,  Wi+x, • ■ •  ,  wq), î=l,

where the star on the summation indicates that all terms with adjacent argu-

ments equal (wí-x=Wí+1) are to be omitted. One may show that K% is an

augmentable complex with free operators W, and is acyclic in all dimensions.

The natural chain transformation of Kw onto K% represents the latter as a

"quotient complex" of the former. The inverse map on cochains shows that

an equivariant cochain/ in K% may be regarded as an equivariant cochain in

Kw, subject to the additional "normalization" condition that/(wo, • • • , wq)

= 0 whenever two adjacent arguments are equal.

By using Corollary 5.2, it can be shown that this transformation provides

an isomorphism between the equivariant cohomology groups of Kw and Kw.

This isomorphism gives the fact that the cohomology group Hq(W, G) can

be represented by normalized cochains. This fact was proved by direct means

in [7, §6], using a different "non-homogeneous" expression for the cochains

(see §26 below).

9. Spaces with operators. Hitherto the discussion has been purely alge-

braic. Now consider a topological space X on which the group W acts as a

group of transformations W.X—>X. The total singular complex S(X), which

is composed of all the singular simplices of X (with ordered vertices), is then

an augmentable complex with W as operators [19, §8]. The space X is said

to be acyclic in dimensions less than q if the complex S(X) is acyclic in the

same dimensions, and under these circumstances the characteristic cohomol-

ogy class

lq+1(X) E Hq+l(W, Hg(X))

is defined.

Lemma 9.1. W acts freely on the complex S(X) if and only if none of the

transformations w.X—^X with w^l has a fixed point.

Proof. Suppose that W5=l and wx=x for some point xE-X\ If we treat the

point x as a singular 0-simplex in X it follows that the homomorphism

w: Co(X)—>Co(X) has a fixed point. Hence the group Co(X) cannot have a

IF-base.
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Conversely, suppose that none of the transformations w'.X^>X has a

fixed point for W5=T. One can then choose a set of "representative" points

x (a fundamental domain for X under W) in such fashion that every point x

can be written uniquely as x = wx; every singular simplex T in X can then be

written uniquely as T = wT, where the leading vertex of T is one of the rep-

resentative points x. These simplices T form a TF-base for the group d(X) of

¿-chains of S'(X), thus proving that W operates freely on S(X).

The singular complex S(X) is too large for actual computations. In order

to be able to compute examples one usually assumes that the space X is a

simplicial polyhedron P (finite or locally finite) and that W operates on P as a

group of simplicial transformations. One then replaces the complex S(P) by

a "smaller" complex. One of those is the complex K(P) [3, §8] in which,

roughly speaking, every simplex of P occurs with all possible orderings of its

vertices. The other one is the still "smaller" complex k(P) in which every

simplex occurs once, with a selected orientation. For these complexes, lemmas

similar to the one above hold.

Lemma 9.2. W acts freely on the complex K(P) if and only if none of the

transformations w'.P—>P with w?¿l leaves a vertex fixed.

Lemma 9.3. IF acts freely on the complex k(P) if and only if none of the

transformations w : P—>P with w ?= 1 has a fixed point in P.

The proof of Lemma 9.2 is like that of Lemma 9.1, except that the argu-

ment is restricted to the vertices of P.

To prove Lemma 9.3, assume that w?=l and that w'.P^>P has a fixed

point. Then there is a simplex í in P such that ws = s. Let the dimension of s

be i, and let e^O be a chain carried by s. Then wc= ±c which shows that

d(k(P)) does not have a IF-base.

Conversely, assume that no w'.P—>P has a fixed point for w=* 1. A simplex

of P will be called basic if its barycenter is a representative point. Then the

elementary chains carried by the basic simplexes form IF-bases for the groups

d(k(P)).
These lemmas collectively show that the fact that IF operates freely on a

complex K essentially expresses the idea that IF operates on the correspond-

ing space without fixed points.

If P is acyclic in dimensions less than q, then we can define three char-

acteristic cohomology classes

«+1 5+1 ,4+1
Is   , lx   , h    ,

one for each of the complexes S(P), K(P), and k(P), The three complexes are

compared by means of natural chain transformations [19, §9],

k(P) A K(P) 4- S(P).

Both a and ß are equivariant and induce operator isomorphisms
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Hg(k(P))    ̂    Hg(K(P))    ̂ Hg    (S (P)) .

These in turn induce isomorphisms

Hq+l(W, H^WP)))^- Hq+\W, Hq+l(K(P))) ■£■ Hq+\W, Hq(S(P))).

By Theorem 6.2, the cohomology classes 1QS+1, 7|+1, Fit1 correspond to each

other under these isomorphisms

This shows that fjt1 and Ft+1 are topological invariants of P as a space and

are independent of the particular simplicial decomposition of P. We shall

write

1Q+1(P) E Hq+1(W, Hg(P))

for this invariant, without indicating which of the three definitions is used.

We consider subsequently the equivariant cohomology groups of P. By

[19, §§8-10], the transformation ß:K(P)^>S(P) induces an isomorphism

Hl(S(P), G)^Hi(K(P), G). If, in addition, we assume that the operators

are regular, in the sense of [19, §10], it follows also that a induces an iso-

morphism H\(k(P), G)=H\(K(P), G), so that under these circumstances

the equivariant cohomology groups coincide.

For actual computations of lq+1(P) it is often more convenient to repre-

sent P as an abstract complex Kx that is not simplicial but can be subdivided

into a simplicial complex K2. In order for Kx to be useful for computations it

is necessary that the subdivision operator

Sd:Kx-+K2

induce isomorphisms

Hg(Kx)    OÍ   Hg(K2).

If Kx, K2, and Sd are invariant under the operators W, Theorem 6.2 shows

that the characteristic cohomology class lq+1, calculated from Kx, will cor-

respond to the same invariant calculated from K2.

Chapter II. Computation of equivariant groups

10. Decomposition of the cohomology groups. There is a natural decompo-

tion of the gth equivariant cohomology group of a complex K with operators.

First let K be any abstract closure finite complex (not necessarily augment-

able, or with operators W). Let G be an abelian group and let fÇ^Zq(K, G) be

a g-dimensional cocycle of K over G. The fact that/ is a cochain means that

/ is a homomorphism

f.Cg(K) -*G.
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The fact that/is a cocycle means that (bf)(c) =f(dc) =0 for every cÇzCq+x(K),

or, equivalently, that

flBq(K)-*0.

Consequently, / induces a homomorphism

6f:Hq(K)^G,

where Hq(K) =Zq(K)/Bq(K) is the gth integral homology group of K. If/ is

a coboundary / =bh, then for every zÇLZq(K), we have

f(z) = 5h(z) = h(dz) = 0;

hence 0/ = O. Consequently, the correspondence f—*9/ defines a homomorphism

(10.1) 6:Hq(K, G) -» Horn (Hq(K), G)

of the gth cohomology group of K over G into the group of all homomorphisms

of Hq(K) into G.

Lemma 10.1. The homomorphism (10.1) is onto. If Hq-x(K)=0, then (10.1)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. A proof of this lemma may be found in the literature ; for the sake of

completeness, however, we shall give a proof here. We observe first that,

since Cq(K)/Zq(K)=Bq-x(K) and Bq-x(K), as a subgroup of Cq-x(K), is a

free abelian group, it follows that Zq(K) is a direct summand of Cq(K).

First take any aEHom(iTg(K), G). This defines a homomorphism

p:Zg(K)-^G with Bg(K)—>0. Since Zq is a direct summand of Cq, p may be

extended to a homomorphism/: Cq(K)—*G. This/ is a cocycle, and Of = p.

Assume now that Hq~x(K) =0, and let/ be a g-cocycle with 0/ = O. Then

f:Cq(K)->G,       f:Zt(K)-+0.

Thus / induces a homomorphism ho'.Bq^x(K)—>G defined by f(c) =h0(dc) for

every g-chain c. Since Hq-x(K) =0, we have .B3_i=Z3_i, and since Z3_i is a

direct summand of C3_i, there is an extension h\ Cq-x(K)—»G of ho. Then h is

(q — l)-cochain, and bh=f, as asserted in the lemma.

Let us now assume that the group W operates both on K and on G (on

the left). Then W acts also as a group of (left) operators on Hq(K),

and in the group Hom(Hq(K), G) we may distinguish the subgroup

Ophom (Hg(K), G) of operator homomorphisms. If fÇ^Zq(K, G), then 6¡ is

an operator homomorphism if and only if

f(wz) = wf(z) for w E W, z E Zq(K).

In particular, if / is an equivariant cocycle, then Of is an operator homo-

morphism. This leads to a homomorphism

(10.2) 6:Ill(K, G) -+ Ophom (Hq(K), G).
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Each equivariant cocycle is also an ordinary cocycle and determines an

ordinary cohomology class; as in [19, §4] this correspondence yields a homo-

morphism

(10.3) <t>:H\(K,G)->Hq(K,G)

into the ordinary cohomology group of K. The kernel N\(K, G) of this

homomorphism consists of the cohomology classes of those equivariant co-

cycles / which have the form f=bh for some (not necessarily equivariant)

cochain h of Cq(K, G). The homomorphism 6 of (10.2) may be obtained by

combining (10.1) with the homomorphism <j> and subsequently restricting the

range. Hence A7| is contained in the kernel of 6 in (10.2).

Conversely, suppose Hq-x(K)=Q. If 0/ = O, Lemma 10.1 shows that/=SA

is an ordinary coboundary, hence lies in N1. Thus in this case N* is the kernel

of 8. The result may be stated as follows.

Theorem 10.2. Let K be a complex with operators W, with Hq-x(K)=0.

The homomorphism d of (10.2) maps the equivariant cohomology group Hl(K, G)

into the group Ophom (Hq(K), G), with kernel Nj(K, G) equal to the kernel of

the mapping <p of (10.3). Thus (H\, 6) is a group extension of Nl(K, G) by a

subgroup of Ophom (Hq(K), G).

The decomposition of HI by the homomorphism 6 with kernel Nl is

transformed "naturally" by an equivariant chain transformation t:K{+1

—»i£|+1. Specifically, r induces in the usual fashion a homomorphism

(10.4) t*:H\(K2, G) -» H\(Kx, G).

The definition of N as the kernel of (f> above shows also that t* maps A^(.rí2, G)

into N'e(Kx, G). This means that N"e is a contra variant functor of K in the

sense of [20 ]. In the terminology there introduced, the homomorphism 0 of

(10.2) is "natural." Indeed, r induces a mapping r'.Hq(Kx)^>Hq(K2) on the

homology groups, and thence a "reversed" mapping

(10.5) r#:Hom (Hq(K2), G) -> Horn (Hq(Kx), G),

defined as rfa2 = a2r for any a2EHom (Hq(K2), G). The respective mappings

92, Öi of (10.2) map the first (second) groups of (10.4) into the corresponding

group of (10.5). The assertion that 0 is natural means that

Tfd2   =  6xT*.

This may be proved by direct application of the relevant definitions.

If r, p:Ksi+1—>KS2+1 are two equivariant chain transformations homotopic

in dimensions not greater than q, a standard argument shows that the in-

duced homomorphisms t* and p* on the gth equivariant cohomology group

are identical. The results of Theorem 7.1 on the transformations X and X' con-

structed there may now be interpreted in terms of the cohomology groups, for
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X^~i (dim^g) and XX'~L (dim g g) implies that 1 = (X'X)*=X*X'* and

similarly X'*X* = 1, so that X* and X'* are (mutually inverse) isomorphisms

on the cohomology groups.

Theorem 10.3. If the augmentable complexes K and K' with free operators

W satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1, there is an isomorphism

\*:Il\(K',G)^Hqe(K,G)

which maps Nl(K', G) onto N\(K, G) and which induces the identity on the

corresponding factor groups.

The last assertion means that the homomorphisms

Hl(K' G) -^ Ophom (H, G) «i- Il\(K, G)

are related by 0' = 0X*.

This result shows that the gth equivariant cohomology group of a complex

K with free operators W acyclic in dimensions less than q is determined by

W, Hq(K), the operation of W on Hq(K), and by the characteristic cohomol-

ogy class lq+1(K). The algebraic form of this determination will now be

obtained.

11. The main homomorphism. Let K be an augmentable complex with

operators W, acyclic in dimensions less than q; in accordance with

Theorem 5.1 choose a chain transformation a:K"w—*Kq, with obstruction

lE.Zq+1(W, Hq(K)), given as l = r¡aqd, where r¡ is the natural mapping

Zq(K)—>Hq(K). To analyze the equivariant cohomology group H°(K, G),

where G is a given abelian group with W as (left) operators, we determine

from each equivariant cocycle f(£Zl(K, G) the homomorphism 6f of §10, as

(ii.i) eñzq = f(zq), zQeZg(K),

and a g-cochain r¡ of Kw, defined as

(11.2) ' rf(c) =f(agc), cECg(Kw).

We study the correspondence T = Ta

(11.3) Tf=(6f,rf), f ezl(K,G),

carrying the cocycle/into a certain pair of objects.

Since/is equivariant,

TfWC = faqw = fwaq = wfaqc = wr¡,

so that r¡ is an equivariant cochain of Kw- This, combined with (10.2), shows

that

(11.4) 6, E Ophom (Hq(K), G), r¡ E Cq(W, G).

Ii d£Cq+x(Kw), then
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(ôrf)(d) = r,(dd) = f(aqdd) = 6ft]aqdd = 6¡Id.

Hence

(11.5) . br¡ = 6fl.

Thus the correspondence T carries/ into pairs satisfying the conditions (11.4)

and (11.5). Since 6f+g=8f-\-0g and rf+g=rf+rll, this correspondence T is a

homomorphism. In particular, if /E-B«(i£, G), then f=bh, for some

AECT'CK, G). In this case 0/ = O and

Tf = faq = (5h)aq = hdaq = Aa3_iö = 5(haq-x).

But s = haq-x'.Cq-x(Kw)-^G is a g— 1 dimensional cochain of Kw, and is

equivariant since sw = haq-xw = hwaq-x = whaq-x — ws. The equation above be-

comes rf = bs; it asserts that V carries coboundaries f=bh into pairs (0, bs),

for sGCo-^W, G).

12. The group construction. The image of V is a certain group of pairs

depending on W, G, H = Hq(K), and I. Such a group of pairs will now be con-

structed directly from any abelian groups H and G with IF as a group of left

operators and any cocycle l^Zq+1(W, H). Let p be an operator homomor-

phism of II into G and r a cochain of Cq(W, G). Form the group Zq(W, H, I, G)

as the group of those pairs (p, r) in the direct sum

(12.1) Ophom (H, G) + Cq(W, G)

which satisfy the condition

(12.2) hr(wo, ■ ■ ■ , wq+1) = p[l(wo, ■ ■ ■ , Wg+x)i, w; E W;

the condition may be stated more briefly as

(12.2') or = pi.

Any pair (0, r) with br = 0 satisfies this condition; hence each cocycle

rEZ«(IF, G) may be identified with the element (0, r) EZq(W, H, l, G). Since

Bq(W, G) in turn is a subgroup of Zq(W, G), we may form the quotient group

Eq(W, H, I, G) = Zq(W, H, I, G)/Bq(W, G).

Then H"(W, G)=Zq(W, G)/B"(W, G) is a subgroup of E". The correspond-

ence (p, r)—>p is a homomorphism of Z5(IF, H, I, G) into Ophom (H, G) with

kernel Zq(W, G), hence induces a homomorphism

(12.3) x'-E"(W, H, I, G) -+ Ophom (H, G).

Theorem 12.1. // W operates on the abelian groups H and G, each cocycle

l(E.Zq+1(W, H) determines an abelian group Eq(W, H, I, G) and a homomorphism

X of E" into Ophom (H, G). The kernel of x is the group Hq(W, G) regarded as

a subgroup of Eq, and the image of x is that subgroup A(l) of Ophom (H, G)

which consists of those operator homomorphisms p\H^>G for  which pi is a
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coboundary: pl£zBq+l(W, G). Thus (Eq, x) is an abelian group extension of

Hq(W, G) by A(l). The subgroup A (I) of Ophom and the extension in question

are independent of the choice of the cocycle I within its cohomology class in

H"+A(W, H).

Proof. The kernel x is clearly Hq. To study the image, take any pair (p, r)

in Z*(W, H, I, G); then, by (12.2') br=pl, so that x(p, r)=p has pi a co-

boundary, so lies in A(l) by definition. Conversely, any pE-4(/) has pl = br

for some cochain r(ECq(W, G), hence is the x-image of a pair (p, r)

of Zq(W, H, I, G).
Now let / be changed to a cohomologous I', where

V - I = Sk

for some h(E.Cq(W, H). Then for each pEOphom (H, G)

pi' — pi = pSh = sph,

so that pi is a coboundary, if and only if pi' is. Hence A (I) =A(l').

Further, given (p, r)EZq(W, H, I', G), define

yh(p, r) = (p,r - ph).

Then b(r-ph)=br-bph = br-pl'+pl=pl, and thus 7*(p, r)£Zq(W, H, I, G).
It is easy to see that 7a establishes an isomorphism

yn'.Zq(W, H, V, G) ̂ Zq(W, H, I, G).

Under this isomorphism each element of Zq(W, G) is mapped into itself. Hence

y h induces an isomorphism

yh:Eq(W, H, I', G) & Eq(W, H, I, G)

which leaves Hq(W, G) pointwise fixed. Moreover

(12.4) X' = X7*

for X7h(p, t) =x(p> r — ph) =p=x'(p, r)- This conclusion (12.4) means that the

two extensions of Hq(W, G) by A(l) are equivalent (under the isomorphism

yh) and thus concludes the proof of the theorem.

We may remark that the construction of the isomorphism y h depended not

only upon the choice of /' but also upon the choice of h. Hence if 1=1', then

bh = 0, and 7a is an automorphism of E"(W, H, I, G) leaving Hq(W, G) and

A(l) pointwise fixed. Thus the group Zq(W, H) acts as a group of operators

on the group Eq(W, H, I, G). Further, if hEBq(W, H), then

(p, r) - yh(P, r) = (p, r) - (p, r - ph) = (0, ph) E Bq(W, G),

and 7a is the identity map of E onto itself. It follows that Hq(W, H) acts on

the group Eq(W, H, l, G) as a group of operators which leave the subgroup

H"(W, G) and the quotient group A(l) pointwise fixed.
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Theorem 12.2. If I is a coboundary, then ^4(/)=Ophom (H, G). Moreover

the extension of Theorem 12.1 is then trivial, so that the group E is a direct sum

Eq(W, H, I, G) £* Eq(W, G) + Ophom (H, G).

Proof. If / is a coboundary, then pi also is one for any pEOphom (H, G).

Hence -4(0= Ophom (H, G). To prove the statement concerning the exten-

sion, we may, in view of Theorem 12.1, assume that 1 = 0. Condition (12.2')

then states that r is a cocycle and therefore that

Zq(W, H, I, G) = Ophom (H, G) + Zq(W, G),

thus giving the conclusion.

We should remark that, even if lÇLZq+l(W, H) is not a coboundary, it may

happen that A (I) = Ophom (H, G) for arithmetic reasons. If this takes place

for every choice of G, then I must be a coboundary, as is easily seen by choos-

ing G = H and p : H—+G to be the identity.

13. Properties of the main homomorphism. Let K be an augmentable

complex with operators W, acyclic in dimensions less than q, and a:Kw-^Kq

a chain transformation with obstruction /. The group Zq of the last section

was so constructed that the mapping r=ra of §11 is a homomorphism

Ya:Z\(K, G) -*Z*(W, Hq(K), I, G).

Lemma 13.1. The homomorphism Ta induces a homomorphism

(13.1) Ta:Hl(K,G)-+Ea(W, Hq(K), l,G)

of the equivariant cohomology group of K, and hence induces homomorphisms

(13.2) xr«'-Hl(K, G) -* Ophom (Hq(K), G),

(13.3) Ta:Nqe(K,G)-+H,(W,G).

The latter two homomorphisms are independent of the choice of a'.Kw—>Kq.

Moreover, if <p, 0 are the homomorphisms

<t>:H\(K, G) -> Hq(K, G),       6:Hq(K, G) -» Horn (Hq(K), G)

of (10.3) and (10.1), respectively, then

(13.4) xr„ = 64,.

Proof. In §11, it was shown that the homomorphism Ta acting on cocycles

carries B'e(K, G) into the subgroup Bq(W, G) of Zq(W, Hq(K), I, G); this

gives the induced homomorphism (13.1). By §10, N1 is contained in the

kernel of 0, so that Yaf=(6f, r¡) carries N\ into the subgroup Zq(W, G) of

Z"(W, Hq(K), I, G). Thus (13.3) may be obtained by "cutting down" the

homomorphism Ta of (13.1) to the subgroup A7!. Similarly, (13.2) follows by

the definition of x-
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The equation (13.4) asserts that Ta carries the decomposition of HQ (by

its subgroup Nl) into the decomposition of Eq (by its subgroup Hq). In fact,

for fGZt(K, G),

(xT*)f = X(IV) = x(6f, r,) = 6f,

while 0$/=0¿/ = 0/, proving (13.4). This also implies that xYa is independent

of the choice of a. By assumption Hq-x(K) =0, hence 0 is an isomorphism by

Lemma 10.1, and the kernel N"e(K, G) of <j> is the counter image under T of

the kernel Hq(W, G) of x-

To prove that the homomorphism (13.3) is independent of a, let ß'.K"w

—+Kq be a second chain transformation, with an obstruction I'. By Theorem

5.1, there is a homotopy D:a~ß (dimgg — 1), while V and I are cohomol-

ogous, with l'=l+bh and hECq(W, Hq(K)), defined by h = f]Eq = -q(ßq-aq
— Dq-id), as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. We wish to compare the mappings

r„: H\(K, G) -> E,       Tß:Hl(K, G) -♦ E',

where E = Eq(W, Hq(K), I, G) and E'=Eq(W, Hq(K), I', G). Using the iso-
morphism yh:E'—>E of §12, we assert that

(13.5) yhTß = Ta.

The definitions of ra, Tß, and 7a yield, for any fÇiZ\(K, G),

Ta/ = (9f, r,), Tßf = (Bf, r¡), yhTßf=(9f, r¡ - 9¡h),

where r¡=faq, r¡ =fßq; hence

ynVßf - Taf = (0, r'f-r;- 6¡h).

We have then

r'f-rs- 6fh = fßq - faq - f(ßq - «„ - D^d) = /Z?3_x3 = 5(/D3_i).

Defining the cochain 5=/D3_iECs_1(IF, G) we have

yhTßf - Taf = (0, bs) E Bq(W, G).

This proves (13.5).

By Theorem 12.1, 7a is the identity on the subgroup Hq(W, G) of E";

hence (13.5) implies that the cut-down homomorphism Ta of (13.3) is indeed

independent of the choice of a.

14. The fundamental theorem.

. Theorem 14.1. If K is an augmentable complex with free operators W,

acyclic in dimensions less than q, with characteristic cohomology class

lÇzHq+1(W, Hq(K)), then the qth equivariant cohomology group of K with any

coefficient group G is determined by the groups W, Hq(K), G, the way W oper-

ates on the latter two groups, and any cocycle I in the class 1, as
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(14.1) H\(K, G) Sá Eq(W, Hg(K), l, G).

The isomorphism is such as to carry 0 into x, where

d'.Ill^ Ophom (Hg(K), G),        x'E"-^ Ophom (Hq(K), G);

hence it also carries the subgroup N"e(K, G) of H¡ onto the subgroup Hq(W, G)

ofEq(*).

The properties (13.1) and (13.2) of the main homomorphism T show that

this theorem will follow at once if T is an isomorphism onto; this will be

demonstrated in the next section. A second proof of the theorem, depending

directly on Theorem 7.1, will be given in §17.

For lower dimension p<q the homology group Hp and hence the cor-

responding obstruction lp+1 vanish, and the group Eq(W, H, I, G) becomes

simply the gth cohomology group of W. Hence the theorem also includes the

result previously established in [19] for these lower groups:

(14.2) HPe(K, G) SÈ HP(W, G), for p < q.

The fundamental theorem, when applied to a topological space, reads as

follows:

Theorem 14.1'. Let X be a topological space acyclic in dimension less than

q (q > 0). Let W be a multiplicative group operating as a group of transformations

on X, such that no transformation w'.X—>X has a fixed point for w;=l. Let

lq+1(X)Ç:Hq+1(W, Hq(X)) be the characteristic cohomology class of the singular

complex S(X). Then the equivariant cohomology groups H\(X, G) for any

abelian group G with W as (left) operators are determined up to an isomorphism

by the groups W, Hq(X), G, the way W operates on the latter two groups, and by

the element lq+l(X). More precisely,

(14.3) H9e(X, G) Sé E(W, Hq(X), I, G),

where I is any cocycle in the class 75+1PO(4).

To deduce this theorem from the previous one, we observe that S(X) is

an augmentable complex with operators and that, because of Lemma 9.1, IF

operates freely on S(X).

Under the conditions of Theorem 14.1', the following corollaries hold.

Corollary 14.2. Under the isomorphism (14.3) the kernel N*e(X, G) of the

homomorphism <¡>:H'e(X, G)^>Hq(X, G) corresponds to the subgroup Hq(W, G)

ofE:

(14.4) N\(X, G) Si Hq(W, G).

(*) If 3 = 0, we employ the homology and cohomology groups of the augmented complex.
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Corollary 14.3. The quotient group H"e(X, G)/N\(X, G) is isomorphic

with the subgroup A(lq+1(X)) of Ophom (Hq(X), G) consisting of those operator

homomorphisms p:Hq(X)—>G with the property that the induced homomorphism

p:Hq+1 (W, Hq(X))->Hq+1(W, G) annihilates lq+\X).

Corollary 14.4. // i3+1(X)=0, then N\,(X, G) is a direct summand of

Hl(X, G) and H\(X, G)/N¡(X, G) is isomorphic with Ophom (Hq(X), G).
Thus, in this case

Hqe(X, G) Si Hq(W, G) + Ophom (Hq(X), G).

The isomorphism (14.4) was first proved in [19, §16]. The results for lower

dimensional cohomology groups are again included.

15. First proof of the fundamental theorem. We must show that the

homomorphism T of (13.1) is an isomorphism onto, when IF operates freely

on the complex K. Let T be constructed from the chain transformation

a'.Kyf—*Kq with obstruction I. Since K has free operators IF and Kw is acyclic,

there is also a chain transformation y.Kq+l—►jK$'1, while by Theorem 5.1

there are chain homotopies

D'.ay ~ I (dim g q — 1),        L'.ya ~ Iw (dim ^ q),

and Eq = I—aqyq — Dq-xd:Cq(K)—*Zq(K), as in (3.6).

To prove V an isomorphism consider an equivariant cocycle fÇ.Z\(K, G)

such that r/=(0/, rf)EBq(W, G). This means that 0/ = O and that rf = bs for
some sÇzCq~1(W, G). Since Eq has cycles as values,

fEq = dfvEg = 0;

by the definition of Eq and r¡ this becomes

/ = /<Vr? + fDq-xd = r¡yq + /D3_iô = b(syq) + fDq-xd

= b(syq + fDq-x).

In other words,/is an equivariant coboundary. This proves that Y in (13.1)

is an isomorphism into Eq(W, H, I, G).

To prove that T is a mapping onto, consider any element (p, r)

EZ?(IF, Hq(K), I, G), where, by the definition of the latter group,

p E Ophom (Hq(K), G),       r E C'(IF, G),       or = pi.

Observe first that

(15.1) r(z) = pr\az, for z E Zq(Kw).

In fact, since Kw is acyclic, z = dd for some d and

r(z) = r(dd) = brd = pld = pr¡add = pr¡az.
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Next define

(15.2) h = r — ry„aq — pr¡Eqat

and prove

(15.3) h<=Zq(W,G).

This h is clearly equivariant, while, for d(ECq+x(Kw),

(bh)(d) = h(dd) = r(dd) - r(yadd) - p-qE^dd

= r(dd) — r(yadd) — pr/add + prjayadd

by the definition of Eq. The result is zero, by (15.1), since both dd and yadd

are g-cycles of Kw- Hence bh = 0, as asserted in (15.3).

Next define fECq(K, G) by

(15.4) / = pr,Eq + ryq + hyq.

Since p, Eq, r, y, and h are equivariant, so is/. If z is a cycle, then

/(z) = p?7(z — cryz) + r(yz) + h(yz)

= pr]z — pinayz -f- r(7z) + h(yz).

Since 7Z is a cycle in Kw and hence also a boundary, while A is a cocycle, we

have A(7z)=0. Also r(yz)=pt]ayz by  (15.1); hence fz = pr\z. Thus bf=fd

=pt]d = 0; hence/ is a cocycle, and 0/=p.

Now we have by (15.4), (15.2), and (15.3),

r! — íat = PVEqaq + ryqaq + Â73a3

= r — h + hyqaq

= r — h(Iq — 73a3 + L3_id) — AL3_i3

= r — hdLq — hLq-xd

= r — hLg-xd.

Hence r¡ = r — bs, where s = AL3_i, and

F/ = (6f, r¡) = (P,r- Ôs) = (p, r) - (0, bs),

so that r/=(p, r)(mod B"(W, G)). This shows that T is a mapping onto, and

completes the proof of the fundamental theorem.

16. Topologized coefficients. It is usually assumed that the coefficient

group G used for cohomology is a topological group and that each auto-

morphism w'.G—*G is continuous. In this case the various groups of cochains

and cocycles and the various cohomology groups are topologized [19, §3—4],

Similarly, the group Horn (H, G), and its subgroup Ophom (H, G) carry a
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topology [19, §3]. Consequently the group (12.1) and its subgroup

Zq(W, H, I, G) are topological, thus showing that Hq(W, H, I, G) is a topo-

logical group.

It may be verified that the various homomorphisms defined in this chapter

are continuous. In proving Lemma 10.1 and Theorem 14.1 one is also re-

quired to prove that the inverses of 0 and V are continuous. These proofs do

not present any difficulty. However, there is a very important case in which

these additional proofs are superfluous. That is the case when G is a compact

(Hausdorff) group. In this case all the topological groups involved are com-

pact, and the inverse of a 1-1 continuous map is continuous in virtue of a gen-

eral theorem.

The case of G compact is of special significance because the duality rela-

tion between homology and cohomology [19, §6]

Hq(K, CharG) Si Char H\(K, G)

allows us to compute the equivariant homology groups.

17. The construction of a complex. The second proof of the fundamental

theorem will proceed by the construction of a typical complex with a given

obstruction; by Theorem 10.3, the gth cohomology groups of any such com-

plex are isomorphic to those of the typical complex, so that the fundamental

theorem can be proved again by showing that Eq is the cohomology group of

the typical complex.

Let IF be a multiplicative group, operating on the left on the (additive)

abelian group H, and let ZEZ3+1(IF, H) be a cocycle. We propose to con-

struct a complex L=Lq(W, I, H), acyclic in dimensions less than q, having

Hq(L)=iH, and having I as (one of) its characteristic cocycle(s). We wish W

to operate freely on L, but the method of construction may be set forth most

easily by ignoring this requirement at first.

Let Lo be the complex in which the groups of chains are Ci(L0) = d(Kw)

for i^q and Cq(L0) =H-\-Cq(Kw), with operators IF defined in the natural

fashion. The boundary operator d' is to be the same as the operator d in Kw,

except for g-chains and (g+l)-chains. For a g-chain h-\-c, set

d'(h + c) = dc, c<E Cq(Kw), h EH.

For a (g-f-l)-chain c, set

(17.1) d'c = de- le, c E Cq+x(Kw).

Clearly, d' is an operator homomorphism, andd'd' = 0. The gth homology

group is Hq(Lo) =H, and the identity transformation of Kw into L0 is a chain

transformation a:Kw—*L% with obstruction rjadc = r¡(d'c-\-lc)=r¡lc = lc, as

intended. The essential step was the addition of the intended homology group

H to the group of g-chains, plus the insertion of the "twist" by means of I in

the boundary formula (17.1).
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It remains to modify L0 by replacing H by a group with free operators IF.

By Lemma 2.2, there exists a group F with free operators IF and an operator

homomorphism ■no'F-^H onto H. Since IF operates freely on Cq+x(Kw), the

homomorphism /: Cq-\-l(Kw)—>H can be lifted to an operator homomorphism

(17.2) l*:Cq+x(Kw)^F

such that r¡ol*=l. If the kernel of ?7o is R, there also exists by Lemma 2.2 a

group 5 with free operators IF and a homomorphism do'. S—yR onto R; the

image of do is then the kernel of 770.

The (g-fT)-dimensional complex L is to have as its groups of chains the

groups

C3+i(L) = S + Cq+1(Kw), Cq(L) =F + Cq(Kw),

(17.3)
d(L) = d(Kw), 0 ^ i < q,

with operators IF. The boundary operator is to agree with that of Kw on

chains of dimension less than q; for higher dimensions it is

(17.4) d(a, c) = dc, aEF,c<E Cq(Kw),

(17.5) d(s, d) = (d0s - l*d, dd), sGS,d<= Cq+x(Kw).

Thus d is an operator homomorphism, and dd = 0. L=L(W, I, H), as con-

structed, is an augmentable complex with free operators IF, acyclic in di-

mensions less than q.

The ç-cycles in L are the pairs (a, c) with dc = 0. Since Kw itself is acyclic

in dimension q, this implies that c = dd; hence the g-cycles may be written as

(a, dd). For each such cycle we set

(17.6) r¡(a, dd) = r)üa + Id, d E Cq+x(Kw).

Since I is a cocycle, the result here is independent of the choice of d with

dd = c; hence 77 is a homomorphism of Zq(L) onto H. By the definition of I*

it follows that 7] annihilates boundaries (17.5) in Bq(L). Conversely, if

■n(a, dd) =0, then r¡oa= —ld= —r¡ol*d, so that a-\-l*d lies in the kernel R of

770, hence in the image doS of S, hence has the form oV; this makes (a, dd)

= d(s, d) a boundary in L, according to the definition (17.5). Consequently

r¡:Zq(L)—+H has kernel Bq(L), and therefore provides the natural homo-

morphism of Zq(L) onto the homology group Hq(L) =H.

Let a:Kw—>Lq be the obvious chain transformation, with «j the identity

for i<q and aqc=(0, c) for any g-chain c. Its obstruction is

lad = T]aqdd = 77(0, dd) = Id,

thus is equal to the given cocycle I, We conclude that the complex L as con-

structed has all the desired properties.

A direct analysis now shows that the group Zq(W, H, I, G) constructed
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in §12 may be identified with the group Z\(L, G) of equivariant cocycles on

the complex L, and that this identification carries the subgroup Bq(W, G) of

the first group into B%(L, G). Therefore

E"(W, H, I, G) = Hqe(L, G),

and x is thereby identified with 0. Theorems 10.3 and 7.1 applied to L thus

give a second proof of the fundamental theorem 14.1, independent of the

construction of V (§§11, 13, 15). (Note, however, that this proof provides an

isomorphism, which would turn out to be equal to Y.)

Chapter III. Relations between homotopy and homology groups

18. The universal covering space. As was stated in the Introduction, the

results concerning the relations between the homotopy groups and the

homology (or rather cohomology) groups of a space X will be obtained by

passing to the universal covering space X, treated as a space with operators.

The requisite results concerning the relations between X and X are summa-

rized in this section. More details may be found in [19, chap. IV].

Let X be an arcwise connected space with homotopy groups ttí(X) de-

fined relative to some fixed base point xo. The group ttx(X) is written multi-

plicatively; the groups ifi(X) for i>l are abelian and are written additively.

The group irx(X) acts as a group of operators on the groups ttí(X) for alW=? 1 ;

in particular, for i=l the element wE^i operates on îêtti as w(s) —wsw-1.

There is a natural homomorphism

V.*i(X) -> Si(X)

of each homotopy group into the corresponding (integral) homology group

(obtained by using finite singular chains). This homomorphism satisfies

v(ws)   =   v(s), W E Vl,  S E Ti-

Hence, if we regard ttx as a group of trivial operators on Hi, v becomes an

operator homomorphism.

The image of tt,- in Hi is denoted by 2i(X) and is called the spherical sub-

group of Hi(X). Cycles belonging to homology classes in 2< are called spher-

ical.

The universal covering space X of X has a natural projection

U'.X^X

onto X and has the group irx(X) as a group of homeomorphisms ("covering

transformations") which, except for the identity transformation, have no

fixed points, and which operate in such fashion that

U(wx) = U(x)      for each x E X, w E irx(X).

Since X is arcwise connected, its homotopy groups may be defined relative
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to some base point x0, which may be chosen so that its projection U(Xo) =Xo

is the given base point in X. The transformation U then induces homo-

morphisms

UlTi(T)-*Ti(X), ¿-1, .--,

on the homotopy groups. It is known that

(18.1) 7Tl(X)=0,

(18.2) U'.ttí(X) Si ví(X), for i > 1.

Since irx(X) =0 by (18.1), the definition of ttí(X) can be made independent of

the base point xo; from this definition it results that the homeomorphisms

w'.X—>X induce automorphisms of ttí(X). Thus irx(X) acts on ttí(X) as a

group of operators, and it may be shown that the isomorphism (18.2) is an

operator isomorphism.

Similarly, ttx(X) acts as a group of operators on the (singular) homology

group Hi(X), and U induces an operator homomorphism

(18.3) U:Hi(X)-+Hi(X).

In the diagram

Ti(X) A Hi(X)

IU IU

TTi(X) A Hi(X)

we have the commutativity relation Uv = vU.

Lemma 18.1. If i>l, 2,(Z) maps on 2i(X) under (18.3).

Proof. Let xES¿(X). Then x = v(s) for some s67t¡(Z). Hence x=vU(U~1s)

= U^U-'s), but vU-ie2i(X).
For any abelian coefficient group G, the cohomology groups Hq(X, G)

of the space may be compared with the equivariant cohomology groups

Hl(X, G) of the covering space, where in the latter groups we regard irx(X)

as operating on X by means of covering transformations and on G trivially.

Each cochain /EC3(X, G) has a corresponding equivariant cochain U*f

GC¡(X,G), defined as

(U*j)(c) = f(Uc), for ceCq(X).

The correspondence/—»£/*/ induces a homomorphism

(18.4) U*:Hq(X,G)->Hqe(X,G)

which was proved [19, §25] to be an isomorphism onto H\.

A cocycle / in Zq(X, G) is said to be a spherical annihilator if/(z) =0 for
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every spherical cycle z. The cohomology classes of spherical annihilators con-

stitute a subgroup Aq(X, G) of Hq(X, G); clearly, this subgroup A9 is the

annihilator of S3(X) under the homomorphism

6:Hq(X, G) -* Horn (Hq(X), G)

as defined in §10. The relation between this subgroup A5 of Hq(X, G) and the

kernel N¡(X, G) of the homomorphism (p:H¡(X, G)-*Hq(X, G) is now to be
examined.

Lemma 18.2. U*tAq(X, G)=<p-1Aq(X, G).

Proof. Let f<=Zq(X, G) and zEZq(X). The definition of U*f gives /(Uz)
= U*f(z). Since by Lemma 18.1, U2q(X) =S3(X), it follows that/is a spher-

ical annihilator in X if and only U*f is in X. This is the content of the

lemma.

Lemma 18.3. If the homomorphism irq(X)—±Hq(X) is onto, andif Hq-x(X) = 0,

then

U*:Aq(X,G)SiN\(X,G)

is an isomorphism onto.

Proof. Since irq(X)-*Hq(X) is onto, we have ~Lq(X) = Hq(X). Thus

/EA?(J?, G) is equivalent with 0/ = O. By Lemma 10.1, we then have/=0 and

consequently Aq(X, G)=0. Lemma 18.2 then yields

UW(X, G) = <b~\o) m Nge(X, G).

Remark. The condition Hq-x(X) =0 might be replaced by the weaker re-

quirement that d:Hq(X, G)—»Horn (Hq(X), G) be an isomorphism. The last

condition is always fulfilled if G is the group of reals reduced modulo 1, be-

cause in this case 0 is the isomorphism used in the homology-cohomology

duality theorem.

19. The characteristic cohomology class of a space. In the remainder of

this chapter it will be assumed that the arcwise connected space X is aspher-

ical in dimensions between 1 and q, in the sense that

(19.1) Ti(X) = 0 for 1 < î < q, q > 1.

By (18.2) and (18.3)

(19.2) tt,(X) = 0 for i < q,

and applying a well known theorem of Hurewicz [122], we find that

(19.3) X is acyclic in dimensions less than q,

(19 A) v'.irq(X)SiHq(X).
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Combining (19.4) with (18.2), we obtain an operator isomorphism

(19.5) ß= Uv-1:Hq(X)SiTg(X).

Now, X is a space acyclic in dimensions less than g and 7ri(A") acts on X

as a group of operators. Consequently, the characteristic cohomology class

lq+\X) E Hq+\irx(X), Hq(X))

is defined. Using the operator isomorphism (19.5), this in turn defines a

cohomology class

k*l(X) E Hq+1(*i(X), r9(X)).

In fact, if / is a cocycle in 1"+1(X), then a cocycle k in kq+1(X) is defined by

k=ßl.
In the case when g = 2, condition (19.1) becomes vacuous. Thus

k*(X) E H3(irx(X), t2(X))

is defined for any arcwise connected space X. An intrinsic definition of k3(X)

without the use of X was given in [21] by the authors. We now outline an

intrinsic definition of kq+1(X) for any g, and sketch the proof that this defini-

tion is equivalent to the above definition by the covering space. Fix a base

point xo in X and define a function R which for each n^q assigns to each

«-tuple of elements wit • • • , wn of ttx(X) a singular «-simplex i?(wi, • • • , wn)

in X, or, more precisely, an equivalence class of singular w-simplices in X. This

function R is subject to two conditions:

(i) For n = l, R(w) is a singular 1-simplex with both vertices at Xo which,

when considered as a closed path, represents the element w of irx(X).

(ii) For q^n>l, the ith face of R(wlt ■ ■ • , wn) is R(w2, • ■ • , wn) if i = 0,

R(wx, • • • , WiWi+i, • • • , w„) if 0<i<n, and R(wlt • ■ ■ , wn-x) if i = n.

The definition of R proceeds by an induction with respect to re; at each

stage the faces of the simplex R(wlt ■ ■ ■ , w„) are already determined in

consistent fashion, and the interior can be "filled in" because of the assump-

tion that TTn-x(X) =0.

Given R, consider a (g+l)-tuple Wx, • • • , wq+1 of elements of 7Ti(A). Let

A be an Euclidean (g + 1)-simplex with ordered vertices z>0< • • • <vq+x, and

let A be its boundary. By mapping the faces Aco), • • • , A(4+1) of A into X ac-

cording to the maps

R(w2, ■ ■ ■ , wq+x), ■ ■ ■ , R(wx, ■ ■ ■ , WiWi+x, ■ ■ • , wq+l), • • • , R(wx, • • • , wq),

we obtain a map

By treating A as a g-sphere with a base point z>o, this map determines an

element
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kq+1(Wi,   ■  ■   ■   ,   Wn+x)   E Tg(X).

This functi®n kq+1 is the obstruction to the continuation of the definition of R.

We treat kq+1 as a nonhomogeneous (see §26 below) (g-fT)-cochain kq+1

Ç£Cq+1(irx(X), TTq(X)). It is easy to see that kq+1 is a cocycle and that its

cohomology class does not depend on the choice of R. The cohomology class

kq+1(X)ÇEHq+1(wx(X), TTq(X)) thus obtained is called the characteristic class

of X. It may be shown that any cocycle kq+1 in the class kq+1 can be obtained

by a suitable choice of R.

To see that this definition of kq+1(X) is in accordance with the definition

utilizing the universal covering space X, we select a base point xoZzX such

that Uxo = xo, and "lift" every singular simplex R(wlt ■ • • , wn) in X to a

singular simplex R(wx, • • • , wn) in X such that UR = R and that x0 is the

leading vertex of R(wx, ■ • ■ , wn). For each i = 0, • • • , q the function

R(wx, • • • , Wi) defines a (nonhomogeneous) cochain fiÇ.Ci(wl(X), d(X)).

This sequence of cochains satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.3 and there-

fore may be used to define an obstruction cocycle lq+l in the characteristic

cohomology class lq+1(X)GHq+i(TTx(X), Hq(X)), where X is treated as a

space with the group ttx(X) as operators. It is apparent that the cocycles

k*+i E Zq+\*x(X), rq(X)),       lq+i E Z*+i(xi(X), Hn(X))

defined by R and R respectively are related by the isomorphism ß = Uv~l of

the coefficient groups.

20. Computation of the cohomology groups. We come now to the main

results of this chapter. Of this theorem only relation (20.2) was known [6,

Theorem II].

Theorem 20.1. Let X be an arcwise connected topological space such that

wi(X) = 0 for 1 < i < q, q > 1.

Then the cohomology group Hq(X, G) is determined by the homotopy groups

Tx(X) and 7r3(X), the operators of irx on irq, the coefficient group G, and the char-

acteristic cohomology class kq+i(X)(EHq+1(irx, irq). More precisely

(20.1) Hq(X, G) Si E"(tx, -Kg, k, G),

where k is any cocycle in kq+1(X), and Eq is the group constructed in §12 (where

7Ti is assumed to operate trivially on G). For the subgroup Aq of spherical an-

nihilator s the isomorphism (20.1) induces isomorphisms

(20.2) Aq(X,G)SiHq(irx,G),

(20.3) Hq(X, G)/Aq(X, G) Si A(kq+1(X)),

where A(kq+1(X)) is the group of those operator homomorphisms of wq into G

for which the induced homomorphism Hq+1(irx, irq)—*Hq+1(-irx, G) annihilates

kq+1(X). In particular, if kq+1(X)=0, then Aq(X, G) is a direct summand of
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Hq(X, G), the group A(kq+l(X)) coincides with the group Ophom (irq, G) of all

operator homomorphisms, and Hq(X, G) is a direct sum

(20.4) Hq(X, G) Si Ophom (*•„, G) 4- Hq(^x, G).

Proof. Consider the universal covering space X of X and the isomorphism

ß:Hq(X)Szwq(X). Let A be a cocycle in the characteristic cohomology class

kq+1(X)EHq+1(ir1, TTq(X)). Then l=ß~lk is in the cohomology class lq+l(X)

Gff,+1(ï., Hq(X)). ^
We consider the isomorphism

(20.5) U*:Bq(X, G) Si h\(X, G).

Since X satisfies the conditions of Theorem 14.1', we also have an iso-

morphism

(20.6) Y'.h\( X, G) Si lVi. Hq(X), I, G).

Furthermore, an application of ß gives an isomorphism

(20.7) JE*(xi. Hq(X), l,G)Si e\tx, t„ *, G).

The composition of the isomorphisms (20.5)-(20.7) yields (20.1).

Now we observe that because of (19.3) and (19.4) the conditions of

Lemma 18.3 are met, and therefore

U*:Aq(X,G)SiN\(X,G).

By Corollary 14.2,

Y:Nq„(X,G)SiHq(irx,G).

Furthermore, we observe that Hq(wx, G) is a subgroup of both the groups

occurring in (20.7) and that this isomorphism leaves Hq(wx, G) pointwise fixed,

hence (20.2) follows. The remainder of the theorem follows from Corollaries

14.3 and 14.4.
In the special case when g = 2 (discussed in [2l]), the condition ifi(X) =0

for Ki<5 becomes vacuous and Theorem 20.1 applies to any arcwise con-

nected space, to give

H2(X, G) Si E2(irx, ir2, k, G)

where ¿E^POE-H^i, n),
21. The reduced form of Theorem 20.1. The previous discussion did not

take advantage of the fact that the operators of irx(X) on the group G were

simple. Taking notice of this fact allows us to put Theorem 20.1 in a some-

what stronger form. Since the transition is pure algebraic, we return to the

group Eq(W, H, I, G) discussed in §12 and assume that IF operates simply on

G. Let Ho denote the subgroup of H spanned by the elements h—wh, h(~H,
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wÇzW. We introduce the factor group H/H0 and the natural homomorphism

<*:H->Hr = H/Ho

with kernel Ho. If IF is allowed to operate on Hr simply, then co is an operator

homomorphism. Since the operators of IF on G are simple, every operator

homomorphism Ü—»G has the form pw where p : Hr—>G is an ordinary homo-

morphism.

If (pa, r) is an element of Zq(W,H, I, G) forpEHom (Hr, G),r<ECq(W, G),

then br=pul, so that (p, r) is an element of Z9(IF, Hr, al, G) where

co/EZ3+1(IF, Hr). The correspondence (pw, r)—>(p, r) yields an isomorphism

n:Zq(W, H, I, G) SiZq(W, Hr, wl, G).

This isomorphism leaves the common subgroup Z5(JF, G) pointwise fixed and

induces an isomorphism

Q:Eq(W, H, I, G) Si Eq(W, HT, td, G).

In order to apply this isomorphism fi to the group occurring in Theorem

20.1, we replace the groups IF and H by the groups ttx(X) and irq(X),

and define the groups Tvq,o(X), Trq,T(X)=Tq/irq,0 and the homomorphism

«:7T3—»7T3,r as above. The group x3,r will be called the reduced gth homotopy

group of X. The homomorphism o> induces a homomorphism

n*Hn, x3) -» Hq+\Tx, x¿;,).

The image of the characteristic cohomology class kq+1(X) is denoted by

kq+1(X) and is called the reduced characteristic cohomology class of X.

Theorem 20.1 may now be restated as follows.

Theorem 21.1. Let X be an arcwise connected topological space such that

TTi(X) = 0 for 1 < i < q, q > 1.

Then the cohomology group Hq(X, G) is determined by the groups irx(X),

7rq,r(X), G, and by the reduced cohomology class k'+1(X)(EHq+1(wx, ir3,r). More

precisely,

(21.1) Hq(X, G) Si Eq(wx, *■,,„ kr, G),

where kr is any cocycle in k1r+1(X), and irx is assumed to operate simply both on

wq,T and G.

This isomorphism induces isomorphisms

(21.2) A9(X,G)SéHg(irx,G),

(21.3) Hq(X, G)/Aq(X, G) Si A(kr+\x)),

where A(kr+1(X)) is the subgroup of Horn (7r3,r, G) consisting of those homo-
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morphisms such that the induced homomorphism Hq+1(irx, T3,r)—>£7',+1(xi, G)

annihilates kq+l(X).

If k,+1(X) =0, then Aq(X, G) is a direct summand of Hq(X, G), the group

A(k'r+1(X)) coincides with Horn (?r3,r, G), and H"(X, G) is a direct sum

(21 A) Hq(X, G) Si Horn (x3,r, G) + H"(wx, G).

Proof. Let k be any cocycle in the cohomology class kq+1(X). Theorem

20.1 then yields

(21.5) Hq(X, G) Si Eq(irx, t„ k, G),

while the isomorphism ß defined above yields

(21.6) Eq(vx, rq, k, G) Si Eq(rrx, x3,r, uk, G).

Since both kT and uk are in the cohomology class k*+1(X), there is a cochain

hÇ.Cq(ivx, irq,r) with bh = cok — kr. Then 7a defined in §12 is an isomorphism

(21.7) Eq(wx, wq,r, uk, G) Si E"(tx, t9,„ kr, G).

The composition of (21.5)—(21.7) implies (21.1). Observe now that both

(21.6) and (21.7) leave the subgroup Hq(irx, G) pointwise fixed. Thus (20.2)

implies (21.2). Next notice that (21.6) induces an isomorphism

(21.8) A(kq+\X)SÍA(C\X)),

while (21.7) leaves A(kl+1(X)) pointwise fixed. Thus (21.3) is a consequence of

(20.3).
It may be worth noting that the isomorphism (21.8) is induced by the

isomorphism

Ophom (jTa, G) = Horn (x3,r, G),

obtained by factoring out the map w.

22. Local coefficients. The passage from 7r3 to irq,r and from kq+1(X)

to k*.+1(X) in the previous section was possible only because wx operated trivi-

ally on G. This is no longer the case if we consider groups with local coeffi-

cients [17], [19, chap. V].

Let {Gx} be a local system of groups in the arcwise connected space X.

Let G = Gxo, where xo is the base point in X. Then ttx(X) operates on G.

We consider the cohomology group Hq(X, {Gx\) with {Gx\ as local co-

efficient system. The analogue of (18.4) takes then the form

(22.1) U*:Bq(X,{Gx\)SiH\(X,G).

Following the suggestion of Lemma  18.2, the subgroup A"(X,   {Gx})  of

Hq(X, {Gx}) is defined as

(22.2) A"(X, {Gx}) = i/rW(X,G),
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and Lemma 18.3 still holds.

With these definitions, the analogue of Theorem 20.1 takes the following

form:

Theorem 22.1. If in(X)=0 for Ki<q, q>l, then

(22.3) Hq(X, {Gx))Si Eq(irx, rt, k, G),

(22A) Aq(X, {Gx})SiHq(Ti,G),

(22.5) H«(X, {Gx})/Aq(X, {Gx}) Si A(kq+*(X)),

where kEkq+1(X)EiHq+i(wi, irq).

If kq+1(X)=0, then Aq(X, {Gx}) is a direct summand of Hq(X, {Gx})

and A(kq+1(X)) = Ophom (7r3, G) so that Hq(X, {Gx}) is a direct sum:

(22.6) Hq(X, {Gx})Si Ophom (x3, G) + H'(vu G).

Formula (22.4) has been proved before [19, §28].

23. The integral homology groups. An application of the character theory

of Pontrjagin allows us to dualize Theorem 20.1 and derive a similar theorem

for the gth homology groups of X. Now we shall formulate these results, but

only for the integral homology group Hq(X). Consequently, we shall choose

the coefficient group G for the cohomology groups to be the additive group P

of reals reduced mod 1. The groups appearing in (21.1)—(21.3) are then com-

pact, and the isomorphisms are topological.

Let/ be a cohomology class in Hq(X, P). Of is a homomorphism d¡:Hq(X)

—>P, and thus 0/ is an element of the character group Char Hq(X). It is known

that this correspondence of / to 0/ is an isomorphism. If we identify / and Of,

then

Hq(X, P) = Char Hq(X),

and therefore

Hq(X) = Char Hq(X, P).

Applying this to (21.1), we find that, under the conditions of Theorem 21.1,

(23.1) Hq(X) Si Char E"(tx, Tq,r, kr, P).

Now, by definition, Aq(X, P) is the annihilator of the subgroup 2q(X) of

Hg(X). Consequently, it follows from (21.2) that the subgroup Hq(irx, P) is

the annihilator of 2q(X) under (23.1). Standard results in character theory

then give

(23.2) Hq(X)ßq(X) Si Char à"(in, P) = Hq(nrx),

(23.3) S3(Z) Si Char (Eq/H"(irx, P) = Char (A(kT\x)),

where  Hq(wx)   is  the  integral  homology  group  of  n,  while   A(kQr+1(X))
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= Eq/H"(ivx, P) is the subgroup of the group Horn (x3,r, P) =Char 7r3,r, con-

sisting of those homomorphisms p:x3,r—>P such that the induced homo-

morphism Hq(irx, x3,r)—>iL*(xi, P) annihilates the cohomology class k'+l(X).

Because A(k,+ 1(X)) is a subgroup of Char trq,r, the group Annih A(k"T+l(X))

is a subgroup of x3,r; thus, by (23.3)

(23.4) S3(X) SS rq.r(X)/Annih A (kQ+\x)).

Suppose, in particular, that ki+1(X)=0. Then A(ki+1) coincides with

Horn (irq,r, P), its annihilator is zero, and hence by (23.4) S3(A")=7r3,r(X).

In addition, Aq(X, P) is a direct summand of Hq(X, P), from which it results

that S3(X)= Annih Aq(X, P) is a direct summand of Hq(X). Consequently,

(23.5) Hg(X) = 7r,.r(X) + Hq(wx(X)), if kq+1(X) = 0.

Formula (23.4) suggests that the group Annih A(k"T+1(X)) is the kernel

of the homomorphism x3,r—»LT3. We proceed to discuss this point in more

detail. Since V.Trq—*Hq is an operator homomorphism and since Xi operates

simply on Hq, there is a homomorphism

Vr'.Tg,r(X)^Hg(X),

such that v = vru>, where co is the natural map co:x3—*x3/x3,o = x3,r. We study

the kernels of v and vr; since v carries x3,o into 0, it is clear that the kernel of

v contains x3,o, and has the kernel of vr as its factor group, modulo x3,o. The

kernel of vr was studied by Hopf [il], who denoted it by A5.

Theorem 23.1. Let X be an arcwise connected space for which x¿(X)=0,

for Ki<q, q>l. The kernel of v'.irq(X)->Hg(X) is then Annih A(kq+l(X)),

where A(kq+1(X)) consists of those operator homomorphisms p'.irq-^P for which

the induced homomorphism Hq+1(wx, x3)—>ií5+1(xi, P) annihilates kq+1(X). The

kernel of vr'.Trq,r(X)—>Hq(X) is Annih A(kg+1(X)). In particular, vr is an iso-

morphism into if and only if A(k"T+1(X)) = Charx3,r. Consequently, ifkQ+1(X) =0,

then vr has kernel zero, or equivalently

»:x3(X)-*23(X)

has kernel rq,o(X).

Proof. Let sEx3(.X") and let z be the corresponding element -of Hq(X)

under the isomorphism ß of (19.5). It follows from the diagram in §18 that

vs = Uz.

UfGHq(X, P), then Utf=hGHl(X, P), and

(9f)(vs) = (df)(uz) = (6h)(z) = (mm-

We now appeal to the diagram
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H\(X,P)^E(-Kx,Hg(X),l,P)

14> ix

Hq(X, P) -U Horn (Hq(X), P).

By (13.4) of Lemma (13.1), 8<p = xY, so that we have

(6f)(vs) = (64>h)(z) = (XYh)(z).

In order that

(23.6) vs = 0,

it is necessary and sufficient that

(8f)(vs) = 0 for all / E Hq(X, P).

As/ranges over all of Hq(X, P), the element h ranges over all of H\(X, P),

Yh ranges over all of Eq and p = xYh ranges over all of A(lq+1(X)), for the

latter group is the image of E under x- Hence (23.6) is equivalent with

p(z) = 0 for all p E A^+^X)),

and if we apply (19.5) again, we find that (23.6) is equivalent with

p'(s) = 0 for all p' E A(k"+1(X)).

This proves the first half of the theorem.

To prove the second half of the theorem, consider an element j£it,. Since

vs = vras, it follows by the first part of the theorem, that vT(o}s) =0 if and only

if

(23.7) s E Annih (A(kq+x(X)).

Now let pE^4(A3+1W)COphom (x3, P). Then p =prco for a suitable prEHom

(x3,„ P). Since

, «+1 , 5+1 , Î+1
pk      = pruk      = prkr   ,

the correspondence p—*pTcarries A(kq+1(X)) isomorphically onto A(k1+1(X)).

Since

P(S)   =  PAUS),

it follows that (23.7) is equivalent with

us E Annih (A(kl+1(X)).

This concludes the proof.

24. Computation of examples. Let X be an arcwise connected space such

that iTi(X) =0 for 1 <i<q, q>l. If, in addition, A*+1(X) =0, then the results

of §23 show that
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(24.1) 23(X) is a direct summand of Hq(X) ;

(24.2) j>:x3(X) ->S3(X) has kernel vq,0(X).

These two facts can be used to prove that AJ+1(X)?=0 for a large number of

spaces. This a fortiori implies kq+1(X)?£0.

For example, let X be the g-dimensional projective space. The group

Tx(X) is then cyclic of order 2, and ttí(X) =0 for 1 <i<q. If q is odd, then

Hq(X) is cyclic infinite, while 23(A") consists of all the elements of Hq(X)

which are divisible by 2. Thus (24.1) implies that kQ+1(X)^0. If q is even,

then Hq(X)=0, and S3(X)=0. On the other hand irq(X) is cyclic infinite

while wq,o(X) is a proper subgroup of x3(X). Thus (24.2) implies that k'r+1(X)

5=0.

It follows that kq+l(X)?¿0, if X is a g-dimensional projective space. Now

consider the group

(24.3) Hq+*(Tvx(X), xg(X)),

in which kq+1(X) lies, xi is cyclic of order 2 while.x, is cyclic infinite. If q is

odd, then xi operates simply on x3 and iJ5+1(xi, x3) is cyclic of order 2 by

[7, §16] or §26 below. If g is even, then the element different from 1 in xi

operates on x3 by transforming each element into its inverse, and again

Ü9+I(xi, x3) is cyclic of order 2 by [7, §16]. Thus the group (24.3) is cyclic of

order 2 for all q, so that the fact that kq+1(X) 5=0 actually gives a computa-

tion of the invariant.

In the case of the projective spaces, a direct computation of kq+1(X) is not

too difficult.

Another method for obtaining information about k,+1(X) is by an ap-

plication of a theorem of Hopf [il], which asserts that if, in addition to the

conditions listed above, X is a g-dimensional polyhedron, then the kernel of

vr is isomorphic to

H3+i(xi(X)) = Char H"+l(xi(X), P).

Hence, if Hq+1(irx (X), P)?=0, the kernel of vr is not zero, and kaT+1(X) ;=0.

Chapter IV. Rotations and lens spaces

25. Rotations. Let the surface S2n+l of the unit sphere in an even dimen-

sional Euclidean space R2n+2 be given in terms of m + 1 complex coordinates

Zo, • • • , z„ by the equation

¿Ul2 = i.
i-0

Choose a positive integer h and n-\-l integers h, • • • , ln relatively prime to

h and define the primitive Ath roots of unity p,- by the equations
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li 2*i/h ■       n n    z.\        i
Pi  = e       , i = 0, • ■ • , n; (U, h) = 1.

(The li are determined only mod h.) Define the rotation of 52n+1 by the

equation

T(zo,  •  •   •   , Z„)   =   (poZo,   •  •  •   , PnZn).

Then T is a rotation of 52n+1 with period h, such that none of the powers

T, T2, • • ■ , PA_1 has a fixed point on S2nJrl. Conversely, it may be shown

that any rotation of S2""1"1 of period A which possesses the last mentioned prop-

erty may be represented in the form above, for a suitable choice of coordinate

system and of integers /,-.

Let T designate the (multiplicative) group of all powers of T, so that Y

is cyclic of order A, and y = T is a generator. The space S2n+1 is thus one on

which a group operates without fixed points, and hence serves to illustrate

our theory. Since S2""1"1 is acyclic in dimensions less than 2« + l, the char-

acteristic cohomology class

(25.1) i2»+i(iS2„+i) e H2n+2(T, H2n+x(S2n+1))

is defined. The coefficient group H2n+x(S2n+1) which appears here is cyclic

infinite ; the choice of an orientation for the sphere consists in the selection of

one of the two possible isomorphisms

(25.2) Htn+x(S2n+1) Si J,

with the additive group / of integers. Since T acts on an odd-dimensional

sphere and has no fixed points, it follows that T preserves the orientation;

that is, maps H2n+x(S2n+l) identically upon itself. Hence Y operates trivially

on H2n+x(S2n+1). Upon identification of the two groups in (25.2) by means of

the given isomorphism, the characteristic cohomology class (25.1) becomes

(25.3) /2n+2(52«+l) g H2n+2(T, J),

with T operating trivially upon J.

The sphere S2n+1 with its group Y of transformations may also be regarded

as a covering space for a generalized lens space (or "cyclic space," in the term-

inology of de Rham [24]) L2n+1. This space L2n+1 is obtained by identifying all

the images x, T(x), ■ • • , Tk~1(x) on each point x of 52n+1. It is an orientable

manifold, and manifestly has S2n+1 as its universal covering space, with Y as

the corresponding group of covering transformations, so that Y is the funda-

mental group of L2n+1. The homotopy groups x¿(L2"+1) for Ki<2n-\-l are

zero because the corresponding homology groups of the covering space vanish,

and the homotopy group x2n+i(L2"+1) may be identified with H2n+x(S2n+l) = /.

Hence the characteristic cohomology class k2n+2(L2n+1) of the lens space is

defined and lies in the group:

(25.4) £2„+2(¿2n+l)   G //2"+2(Xl(Z,2«+l),  T2n+1(L2n+^))   =   H2»+2(T, J).
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It is identical with (25.3), in virtue of the results of Chapter III.

The computation of the elements (25.3) and (25.4) is the chief objective

of the following sections, which begin with an analysis of the group

iP"+2(r, J).
26. The group H2n+2(Y, J). To describe the invariant of 52n+1, it is con-

venient to use the nonhomogeneous form of the cohomology groups and co-

cycles of a group IF, operating on the left on the abelian group G. We sum-

marize the description of these cochains, following [7]. An »«-dimensional

nonhomogeneous cochain /of IF in G is a function f(xx, • • • , xm) of m vari-

ables Xi in IF, with values in G. The normalization argument of [7, Chap. I],

or the equivalent use of the normalized complex Kw of §8 above, shows that

we can restrict the attention to normalized cochains; that is, to cochains/

with/(xi, • • • , xm) =0 whenever any one argument xi is the identity element

of IF. The coboundary of / is a normalized (m-rT)-dimensional cochain bf

defined as

bf(Xx,  •  •  •   ,   Xm+x)   =   Xxf(x2,  •  •  •   ,   X„l+l)

(26.1) ™
4- 2^ (—lp/fai. ' * * i XiXi+x, ■ ■ ■ , xm+1) + (-l)m+1f(xx, • • • , xm),

i—X

for any m-\-l arguments xi, • • • , xm+i in IF. An w-cocycle is an/with 5/ = 0,

an jw-coboundary, an/of the form/=5A for some (m — l)-cochain h. One has

always 55/= 0: hence the additive group of w-cocycles contains the group of

w-coboundaries. It was proved in [7] that the factor group of nonhomo-

geneous w-cocycles modulo wz-coboundaries is isomorphic to the mth co-

homology group Hm(W, G), defined as above as the mth equivariant coho-

mology group of the complex Kw- The present cochains / are called non-

homogeneous in contrast to the homogeneous cochains, which are simply the

equivariant cochains of this complex.

The group IF may also be regarded as a group of trivial operators on the

additive group J of integers. The groups G and / are paired to G, in the sense

that gEG and «E-7 determine gWw = wg = g-f- • • • -\-g (n times) ; this pairing

is bilinear and satisfies x(g\Jn) = (xg)\Jn for any xE IF. An m-cochain/ of IF

in G and a ¿-cochain g of W in J then determine a "cup product" f^Jg, which

is an m-\-k cochain of W in G, as

(26.2) (fVJ g)(xx, • • • , Xm+i) = f(xlt ■ ■ ■ , xm)\J g(xm+x, • • • , xm+k).

As in [7, §4] one has

(26.3) ô(f\Jg) = (Ôf)\Jg+(-l)-fyjôg;

consequently, the cup product of two cocycles is a cocycle, and the cup

product induces a (bilinear) cup product between the cohomology classes in

Hm(W, G) and iP(IF, J) with values in Hm+k(W, G). In particular, we may

use such cup products when G = J, and IF operates simply on J.
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For a cyclic group Y of order A operating trivially on / the even dimen-

sional cohomology groups iPn+2(r, J) are isomorphic to J/hJ, and hence are

cyclic of order A. The result follows at once by the reduction theorem of [7,

Chap. III]. The characteristic cohomology class (25.4) of the lens space

L2n+1 lies in the group H2n+2, and for the subsequent discussion we need a more

explicit form of the isomorphism H2n+2SiJ/hJ. This form may be obtained

readily, using the nonhomogeneous cochains.

Suppose that Y is cyclic of order A with generator y. A special nonhomo-

geneous 2-cochain of Y in J may be defined by setting, for 0^i<h, 0^j<h,

2       »       )'

s-r(y , 7 ) = 0, if i 4- / < h,

(26 A) ,    ,.    i
Sy(y , y ) = 1, if *' + j £ h.

That s2 is a cocycle may be shown by direct calculation, using a suitable sub-

division into cases, or by realizing s2 as a factor set of the group J, regarded

as a group extension of the subgroup hJSiJ by J/hJSiY. Using the cup prod-

uct, we may then define higher dimensional cocycles as cup products

2n+2 2 2

(26.5) sy     = sy KJ • • • U sy (» + 1 times).

Theorem 26.1. For w^O, the cochain s2yn+2 is a cocycle, and its cohomology

class s2"+2 is a generator for the group ipn+2(r, J), which is cyclic of order h. If

a is another generator for Y, then a' = y some integer t relatively prime to A, and

2n+2 n+1   2»+2

(26.6) s„      = t     Sy     .

This theorem can be proved by representing YSiJ/hJ as a factor group of

the free group J, and then applying to this representation the reduction

theorem of [7, Chap. III]. Alternatively, a direct proof can be given for the

case of cyclic groups. The direct proof will be presented elsewhere.

27. Formulation of results. With the aid of the preceding section we are

now able to give an explicit form for the characteristic cohomology class (25.3)

of S2""" as
,   _      . 2n+2,    2n+l -1 —1     2n+2 2n+2,

(27.1) 1   + (S        )  = lo    ■ ■ ■ In Sy        GH (r, /),

where lî1 are integers such that hl^1 — 1 (mod A). This is the main result of this

chapter. The proof of (27.1) will be given in the following section. In the

meantime we shall draw some consequences from (27.1).

Let S'2n+1 be another oriented sphere and T' a rotation of S'2n+l of the

type described above, with period h and associated integers /„', • • •,/„'. The

rotations T of 6^"+1 and T' of 5'2n+1 are called homeomorphic if there is a

homeomorphism A:S2n+1^>S'2n+l such that T'A = AT. Moreover we shall

say that T and T' are positively (negatively) homeomorphic if A preserves

(reverses) the orientation of 52n+1. We may regard the same cyclic group Y
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as operating on both 52""1"1 and S'2n+1, with the generator y of Y operating on

S2""1"1 as T and on S'2n+Ï as T'. The condition T'A =AT then becomes y A =Ay,

which means that the map A:S2n+1^>S'2n+1 is equivariant. The map A in-

duces a homomorphism

(27.2) H2n+x(S2"") -> H2n+1(S'2n+1),

which in turn induces a homomorphism

H2"+2(r, ff2n+1(S2»+i)) -> H2"+2(T, Hto+'i(5'i-+1)).

and under this homomorphism t^+^S'S'H-i );s the image of Pn+s(S2n+l). In our

discussion both groups in (27.2) are identified with the group Land the map

(27.2) is the identity of A is a positive homeomorphism or changes the sign

of each element if A is a negative homeomorphism. Consequently, we have

the following theorem.

Theorem 27.1. If T is a rotation of S2""1"1 of period A with associated integers

U, • • ■ i In i then

lo • • • In = k • • • In (mod A),

if T and T' are positively homeomorphic, and

k • • • In = ~ k • • • l'n (mod A),

if T and T' are negatively homeomorphic.

If L2n+1 is a generalized lens space, given in terms of a generator y of its

fundamental group and the integers lo, • • • , In, the main result (27.1) shows

that its characteristic cohomology class is

, 2n+2.2n+l. -1 -12n+2

k      (L      )= h   ••• ln Sy     .

Note that the formula changes appropriately if y is replaced by a, with a' = y,

(t, h) = l, and U is replaced by the corresponding integer m¡, defined with

respect to a, with >w, = //f. Let L'2n+1 be another such lens space with integers

l¿, • ■ ■ , In. Let H:L2n+i—>L'2n+1 be a homeomorphism. With the homeo-

morphism H is associated a pair of integers (t, e) such that H maps the gen-

erator of xi(L2n+1) into / times the generator of xi(L'2n+1), while e= +1, de-

pending whether H maps L2n+1 on L'2n+1 positively or not. It follows from the

preceding arguments that

t"+1lo • • • ln =" el'o ■ • ■ l'n (mod h).

Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 27.2. In order that two lens spaces L2n+1 andL'2n+1 both with funda-

mental groups cyclic of order h and corresponding to the sets of integers Iq, • • ■ , /„
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and l¡, • • • , In respectively be homeomorphic, it is necessary that

tn+llo • • • k = el'o ■ • ■ l'n (mod h),

where t is an integer relatively prime to A and e= ±1.

These results were obtained by de Rham [24] and by P. A. Smith [26],

using completely different methods.

28. Calculation of the characteristic cocycle of a lens space. The proof

of (27.1) requires a suitable cell decomposition of the sphere 52n+1 with

operators Y. Following De Rham [24] and Franz [25] we introduce in 52n+1

the A (2w+ 1)-cells defined in terms of the complex coordinates of §25 as

a,n   :2i:j/h < arg z„ < 2x(/ + l)/h,

and the A 2«-cells defined by

In . .

a, :arg z„ = 2irj/h.

These cells fill all of S2n+1 except for the 2« —1 sphere cut out by z„ = 0; this

sphere is similarly subdivided. Clearly da2n+1 = a2*1 — a2]n, and da2" is the sum

of all the 2« —1 cells. The action of Y on these cells is found by observing

that an=yln increases the argument of z„ by 2x/A; hence

2n+l 2n+l 2n 2n

ana¡      = aj+x , ana¡   = a¡+x.

In general, in each dimension ¿ = 0, ■ • • , 2«-fT there are exactly A ¿-cells,

all of which can be obtained from a single ¿-cell a1 by application of the trans-

formations of Y; the boundary relations are

(28.1) da2i+1 = a,a2i - a2i, i = 0, ■ ■ • , n, on = yl>.

(28.2) da2i = a2i~l + ya2i~l + • ■ ■ + y^a2^1,        i = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n.

Furthermore, the orientation of a2n+1 agrees with that of Sin+l. Let K denote

the (augmentable) complex with operators Y constructed from these cells

with the indicated relations. The invariance of the characteristic cohomology

class of a space (§9) shows that the invariant /2n+2(52n+1) of the sphere with

operators may be computed as the invariant l2n+2(K) of the complex K. This

latter invariant will be constructed, using a sequence of cocycles as in

Theorem 6.3; we may assume that these cocycles are in nonhomogeneous

form.

The ¿-cells of K are the cells Zxa\ • • • , zhai, where Si, • • • , Z\ are the A

elements of the group Y, in any order. Hence each integral ¿-chain c< of K may

be written as

d = nixZxa1 + • • • + mhZha' = ra',

where the coefficient r = WiZi+ • • • +wuz>, is any linear combination of the
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symbols z,- with integral coefficients wî,-. Thus r is any element in the group

ring R of T over the ring of integers, and the group Ci(K) is isomorphic to

the additive group of R. The multiplication in R is given by the distributive

law and the rule (mx) (ny) = (mn) (xy) ; if Zi is the identity of Y, 1r = 1zi is

the unit element of R and may be denoted by 1 when there is no danger of

confusion. We also set

(28.3) a= 1 + 7+ ••• +yh~l -Ä1+ ••• +z*

for the sum of all the elements of Y, taken in R. Clearly R is a ring of left

operators on the group d(K) of integral ¿-chains in K, and the boundary

relations (28.1) and (28.2) may be written in the form

(28.4) da2i+1 = (a{ - l)a2i,        da2i = era2*-1.

The group Y acts as a group of left operators on the additive group of R,

according to the definition

y[ 2~2 niizA = 2~2 nti(yzi), y E r.

Since the group J of integers appears as the subgroup of elements m=mlnin

the additive group of R, multiplication in R provides a pairing r\Jm = r(mlR)

of R and J to R. This pairing is preserved under left operation, for y(r\Jm)

= (yr) \Jm. We may thus consider nonhomogeneous cochains of Y over R and

the cup product of such cochains with cochains of Y over J. Furthermore,

each /-EP operates on any cochain fÇ.Cq(Y, R) to give the cochain

r/EC'(r, R) defined as

(rf)(xu • ' ' , xq) = r\j(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xq)]; Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xq E T.

Each element rEP may be regarded as a 0-cochain {r} in C°(r, R). In

particular, the element itEP of (28.3) is invariant under operators y Er, so

that {ff} is a 0-cocycle.

For each generator a of Y introduce a 1-cochain/i EG1 (r, R) by the defi-

nition

fl(a) -«*+...+ a~\ 0 á * < h.

Since

8 {1} (a) =a-l = (a-l)2Z «   = (a - l)/a(a),

we have

(28.5) 5{l] = (a- l)fl

Furthermore, for 0—i<h, 0^j<h, we calculate that
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bfl(a\ a) = 0 (if i+j < h)
i+}-h i+i-l .      . . .

= a + • • • + a = a    ■    (if * +J £ *).

Hence, using the 2-cocycle s2a of §26,

(28.6) 5/1= {a} \Jsa.

Use the generators «,=7'»' to define cochains giE.Ci(Y, R). ¿ = 0. • • • . 2«

+ 1, as

«° = {1}.       i  = f*»

g ' = {1} \J 5ai_, U • • -U sao, i = 1, • • • , n,

2i'+l 12 2

g - /a4 Vj Ja,._, W • • • W Ja„, » =  1, • • • , M,

and a cochain Ä^EC^r, 7) as

2n+2 2 2

A =  San \J  ■  •  •  W 5ao.

To compute the successive coboundaries, observe by (26.1) that 5(AAJ/?2)

= (5Ai)UA2, if A2 is a cocycle; hence the rules (28.5) and (28.6) give at once

.2« , 4.    2.+1 2Í+1 2Í+2 . A .
Sg   = (ai - l)g      ,        bg       = <rg      , x = 0, • • • , « - 1,

(28.7) .   2n 2n+l 2„+l (     1   ,   ,   , 2»+2
5g   = («n - l)g      ,        5g       = \<r\\J h      .

Now construct a sequence of cochains/''EC'CT, Cj(K)) for the complex

K by setting

f'(xx, ■ • ■ , xi) = g'(xx, • • • , a;,-)*!', j = 0, • • • , 2» + 1,

where a' is the basic j-cell of K. The rules (28.4) and (28.7) together now give

bf' = ap+\ j = 0, 1, . ..,2»+l;

//o(i) . 7g»(l)a» = 7a° = 1.

Hence the /' form a sequence of cochains of the type considered in Theorem

6.3. The obstruction I lies in LPn+2(Y, H2n+x(K)). To consider H2n+1(K), ob-

serve that (an-l)<r = 0 in R, so that <ra2n+1 is by (28.4) a (2« + l)-cycle of K.

All cycles are multiples of this one, so that the homomorphism 77(<ra2n+1) =1

identifies H2n+x(K) with the group Land gives an obstruction I in H2^2^, J).

The obstruction (as a cocycle in Z2n+2(r, J)) is

/2»+2 = v5fn+X  = ^[Sg2n+la2n+l]   m. t,[({„} \J Ä2»+2)a2»+l]

= A2n+277(o-a2n+1) = A2n+2

2 2
= s^ \J • ■ • \J sa„.

Passing to the cohomology classes, and using ai=yl* or y=alf~1, where
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1¡~Hí=1 (mod A), we have s2t{ = lT1Sy by Theorem 26.1, and hence

2b+2 -1 —1   2n+2

1 = lo     • •  • In Sy      .

This is the desired formula (27.1)
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